Invalidity of Claim 22 of U.S. Pat. No. 9,069,648 based on US. Pat. No. 5,228,449 to Christ et al. (“Christ”)
U.S. Pat. No. 9,069,648 – Claim 22
A method for delivering messages in a
personal electronic device (PED),
comprising:

Prior Art - Christ
Christ discloses a method for delivering messages in a personal electronic device.
7:63-69: “the wrist unit 2 monitors the heart condition of its wearer by monitoring his
pulse and sends RF signals to the base unit 4 which notify the base unit 4 of both the
wearer's heart condition and the operational status of the wrist unit 2”
Figure 1:

performing, with the PED, a first
electronic based intelligence function;
and

Christ discloses performing, with a personal device, a first electronic based intelligence
function
Claim 1: “monitor means for monitoring physiological condition of the user and
transmitting signals indicative of said physiological condition”
1
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performing, with the PED, a second
electronic based intelligence function,
comprising:

Christ discloses performing, a second electronic based intelligence function
Claim 187: “means for sending electronic data indicative of the operation of said system
to at least one user-selected location remote from said base unit means at at least one userselected time via the message delivery means”
7:26-31: “These output devices include an external display panel which may be a light
emitting diode (LED) display, two audio signal devices, and an auto dialer which can call
several preprogrammed telephone numbers and deliver different prerecorded messages.”

receiving conditions associated with
one or more messages, the conditions
including a selection condition and an
output condition;

Christ discloses receiving conditions associated with one or more messages, the
conditions including a selection condition and an output condition.
21:12-15: “If the unit is designed to give instructions for multiple procedures, selection
means would be provided for selecting the desired set of instructions i.e., instructions for
CPR, Heimlich maneuver, etc.”
Claim 187: “means for sending electronic data indicative of the operation of said system
to at least one user-selected location remote from said base unit means at at least one userselected time via the message delivery means”
Claim 50: “programming means for enabling the user to direct at least one of the sound
producing means and the visual display means to make user-selected customized outputs”
Claim 51: “includes programming means for enabling the user to direct the indicating
means to make user-selected customized indications”

sensing a signal in a local environment
associated with the PED;

Christ discloses sensing a signal in a local environment associated with the PED
9:43-50: “This infrared light is absorbed by the blood flowing in the wearer's circulatory
system, and one or more photosensors 16 detect changes in the absorption of this light due
to differing amounts of blood flow. The photosensors 16 relay this light absorption
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information to the pulse determination module 36, which uses the information to
determine the wearer's blood flow and thus his pulse rate.”
Claim 78: “monitor means includes defibrillatory sensing means for detecting a
defibrillatory electrical shock that the user of said monitor means receives and wherein
said defibrillatory sensing means causes the transmitting means to transmit at least one
radio frequency signal indicative of the detection of said defibrillatory electrical shock.”
converting the signal to sensed data;

Christ discloses converting the signal to sensed data
3:18-19: “a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a user which includes
monitor means, designed to be worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological
condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals representing the condition”

detecting an event, at least in part, by
comparing the sensed data with
reference data that corresponds to the
event

Christ discloses detecting an event, at least in part, by comparing the sensed data with
reference data that corresponds to the event
23:6-8: “a detection circuit for identifying the codes in incoming transmissions and
comparing them to the selected codes”
Claim 78: “monitor means includes defibrillatory sensing means for detecting a
defibrillatory electrical shock that the user of said monitor means receives and wherein
said defibrillatory sensing means causes the transmitting means to transmit at least one
radio frequency signal indicative of the detection of said defibrillatory electrical shock.”
Abstract: “A prioritization and output activation circuit activates wrist unit outputs,
including audio signals, an RF signal transmitter, and a display, according to a
predetermined priority when more than one condition requiring a response exists.”

selecting a message from among the
one or more messages based on the at
least one selection condition and the
event; and

Christ discloses selecting a message from among the one or more messages based on the
at least one selection condition and the event
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7:26-31: “These output devices include an external display panel which may be a light
emitting diode (LED) display, two audio signal devices, and an auto dialer which can call
several preprogrammed telephone numbers and deliver different prerecorded messages.”
21:12-15: “If the unit is designed to give instructions for multiple procedures, selection
means would be provided for selecting the desired set of instructions i.e., instructions for
CPR, Heimlich maneuver, etc.”
Claim 187: “means for sending electronic data indicative of the operation of said system
to at least one user-selected location remote from said base unit means at at least one userselected time via the message delivery means”
Table 5:
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initiating output of the message from
the PED in response to the event
meeting the output condition.

Christ discloses initiating output of the message from the PED in response to the event
meeting the output condition
Claim 1: “message delivery means adapted for connection to a communications network
and associated with and actuated by said base unit means for automatically delivering at
least one message indicative of said user physiological condition problem”
Claim 5: “message delivery means adapted for connection to a communications network
and associated with and actuated by said base unit means for automatically delivering at
least one message indicative of said user heart condition problem”
14:37-42: “it prioritizes the incoming messages and sends signals which constitute an
appropriate response to the highest priority message to the output devices. The preferred
prioritization scheme is shown in Table 1:”
Table 1:
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ABSTRACT

A monitoring system uses infrared photoplethysmogra
phy to monitor the pulse of a person wearing a wrist
unit, and the wrist unit sends RF signals which describe
his heart condition to a base unit. If the wrist unit de
tects a cardiac arrest or if the wearer manually signals
an emergency, both the wrist and the base units sound
local alarms. The base unit also telephones others out
side of the user's home to alert them to the emergency.
The wrist unit is designed to be fail-safe and to prevent
false alarms. When the wrist unit fails to detect a pulse,
it makes several further attempts to detect a pulse before
signalling a cardiac arrest emergency. A prioritization
and output activation circuit activates wrist unit out
puts, including audio signals, an RF signal transmitter,
and a display, according to a predetermined priority
when more than one condition requiring a response
exists. RF signals sent by the wrist unit's RF signal
transmitter are received by the base unit's antenna and
processed to selectively activate an external display
panel, two audio signal devices, and an auto dialer. The
base unit also includes a removable, self-contained CPR

instructions player which provides interactive real time
directions for performing cardiopulmonary resuscita

tion.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING
OUT-OF-HOSPTAL CARDIAC EMERGENCES
AND SUMMONING EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

by Cramer et al. in U.S. Pat. No. 4,224,948 and is also
referred to in U.S. Pat. No. 4,819,860. In this method,

infrared light is beamed onto the palm side of the wrist
and the change in the intensity of light that is reflected
into a detector is used to calculate a person's blood flow
and thus his pulse rate. Yet, while these wrist-based
systems are less burdensome than some other types of

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Because of advancements in emergency cardiac care
and the proliferation of pre-hospital advanced life sup
port services, it is now possible for out-of-hospital heart

attack victims to survive attacks which would have O

resulted in certain death in the past. However, the effi
cacy of any such emergency care decreases dramati
cally as the time interval from the onset of the heart
attack to the beginning of treatment increases. Rapid
care is most urgently required in cases of cardiac arrest,
where treatment must begin almost immediately after
assistance. Therefore, if a serious heart attack is not

witnessed, help will probably not arrive promptly and
the victim will probably not survive.
Since almost all heart attacks occur outside of the
hospital and since out-of-hospital cardiac arrests ac
count for most of the heart attack deaths, the inventors
have noted that persons significantly at risk of suffering
a heart attack, such as persons with a history of heart
trouble and the elderly, could benefit from a system
designed for continuous everyday use outside of the
hospital which automatically summons aid in case of a
cardiac arrest and which provides its users with a way
to manually signal for aid in other types of cardiac and
non-cardiac emergencies. Preferably, such a system
would perform these functions without restricting free
dom of movement or interfering with the user's daily
routine.

cardiac monitors, no system known to the inventors has
the desired attributes and is further primarily designed
for use in the home, where almost all heart attacks oc
C.

15

the attack if the victim is to be resuscitated. Yet, in all
cardiac arrests and in many other types of serious heart

attacks, the victim is incapacitated and cannot summon

2

ing a person's pulse by using infrared light is disclosed

Some less-sophisticated in-home monitoring devices
have been proposed For example, U.S. Pat. No.
4,829,285 to Brand et al. and U.S. Pat. No. 3,866,204 to
Barkley disclose systems having a portable device with
a tilt switch. If the user collapses, an alarm signal is sent
to a fixed station. Yet, such systems can produce many

20

false alarms or fail to cause an alarm when a heart attack

occurs since they do not actually monitor heart func
tion. Other in-home systems are comprised of a portable
unit, which is often worn around the neck, and a station

25

ary unit. If the person wearing the portable unit presses
its button, the portable unit will send an RF signal to the
stationary unit. This RF signal drives the stationary unit

to call a central station, and the operator who answers
the telephone call tries to communicate with the user of

the system through a speakerphone to determine if as
30

35

sistance should be sent to the user's home. Components

of such systems are shown generally in U.S. Pat. Nos.
3,989,900, 4,064,368, and 4,491,970. Although such sys
tems are advertised as helpful for heart attacks, they are

completely ineffective in bringing cardiac arrest victims
faster help because these victims are unable to press the
button to signal for help before they become uncon
scious.
In addressing all of the shortcomings of the previ
ously proposed systems, the inventors have determined

Hospital cardiac care units now routinely attach
heart monitors to their patients These hospital monitor
ing systems can immediately summon aid in case of a
cardiac emergency, but they are not designed for com 40 that the ideal out-of-hospital monitoring and warning
fort and are thus inappropriate for everyday use outside system would include an accurate and unobtrusive
of the hospital. A typical monitoring system consists of pulse monitor, a miniaturized, fail-safe transmitter capa
a box-like monitoring device which obtains heart func ble of transmitting automatically and manually
tion data from electrodes that are attached to a patient's generated emergency signals, and a device for receiving
chest by adhesive patches and are connected to the 45 the emergency signals and automatically alerting the
monitoring device by wires. The monitoring device appropriate rescue parties. However, so far as the in
transmits the heart function information to a central

ventors are aware, none of the known systems provide

station, either through more wires or by radio fre
quency (RF) signals. One such system is described in
U.S. Pat. No. 3,902,478 to Konopasek et al. Other sys 50
tems, such as the one described in U.S. Pat. No.
4,827,943 to Bornn et al. require that the patient wear a
bulky vest-like device. However, along with being bur
densome for any normally active person who is not in
the hospital, such monitoring systems are often troubled 55
by false alarms.
A number of systems have been proposed which fit
on a person's wrist and determine heart functions by
checking the wearer's pulse. These systems typically
have transmitters which signal an alarm in the event of 60
a cardiac emergency. Such systems are shown in U.S.

all these functions in a convenient, reliable, and afford

grove et al., and No. 3,572,316 to Vogleman et al. Such
systems use various types of sensors which are attached
to the wrist to calculate pulse rates, including pressure
sensors (U.S. Pat. No. 4,406,290), sonic sensors (U.S.
Pat. No. 4,489,731), and electrode-type sensors (U.S.
Pat. No. 4,120,294). A relatively new method of detect

vide a system that continuously monitors cardiac func
tion, summons aid automatically in case of a cardiac
arrest and allows its user to signal manually for aid in
other cardiac and non-cardiac emergencies.

Pat. Nos. 3,927,320 to Kalman, No. 4,819,860 to Har

65

able manner. Specifically, none of the systems described
above combine obstrusive, energy-efficient, and false
alarm proof wrist-mounted pulse detection systems
with miniaturized fail-safe emergency signal transmit
ters and dedicated base units that monitor the transmis
sions and summon help automatically when necessary
even if the victim is outside of the hospital.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Therefore, it is a broad object of the present invention

to provide a system for monitoring the physiological
condition of a user and for indicating when the user's
physiological condition has deteriorated.
A general object of the present invention is to pro

Another general object of the present invention is to
provide a system for monitoring the physiological con

3
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dition of a user which produces the fastest medical
response to a cardiac failure possible outside a hospital
setting.
Another general object of the present invention is to
provide a system designed to be used primarily outside
the hospital that continuously monitors cardiac func

tion, summons aid automatically in case of a cardiac
arrest and allows its user to signal manually for aid in
other cardiac and non-cardiac emergencies, and per
forms these functions without troubling its user with
false alarms or restricting the user's lifestyle in the pro

normal fashion.

O

CeSS.

Another object of the present invention is to provide
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a

4.

unit which receives the signals and has indicating means
for summoning assistance, which is relatively inexpen
sive and readily useful in non-hospital environments and
which will not prevent the user from living life in a

user which includes a unit worn on the arm and a base 15
unit.

Yet another object of the present invention is to pro
vide a system which monitors a user's cardiac function
and automatically summons assistance upon detecting a
dysfunction and which also has activation means manu
ally operable by the user of the monitor means to sum
mon assistance.

A further object of the present invention is to provide
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a
user which includes monitor means, designed to be
worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological
condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals
representing the condition, and a base unit having indi
cating means for summoning assistance, wherein the
monitor means operates using rechargeable batteries

A further object of the present invention is to provide
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a
user which includes monitor means, designed to be
worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological 20 which are recharged by the base unit.
condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro
representing the condition, and a base unit which re vide a system for monitoring the physiological condi
ceives the signals and has indicating means for summon tion of a user which includes monitor means, designed
ing assistance when no signals are received by the base to be worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiolog
unit.
25 ical condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals
It is also an object of the present invention to provide representing the condition, and a base unit which re
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a ceives the signals and has indicating means for summon
user which includes monitor means, designed to be ing assistance, with the base unit operating to store and
worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological charge one or more monitor means.
condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals 30 A further object of the present invention is to provide
representing the condition, and a base unit which re a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a
ceives the signals and has indicating means for summon user which includes monitor means, designed to be
ing assistance when some portion of the system has worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological
failed or is failing.
condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals
Another object of the present invention is to provide 35 representing the condition, and a base unit which re
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a ceives the signals and has indicating means for summon
user which includes monitor means, designed to be ing assistance, where the base unit and monitor means
worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological are substantially fail-safe and where the base unit and
condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals monitor means also operate to prevent false alarms.
representing the condition, and a base unit which re
It is also an object of the present invention to provide
ceives the signals and has indicating means for summon a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a
ing assistance when the signals received by the base unit user which includes monitor means, designed to be
indicate a health problem.
worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological
A further object of the present invention is to provide condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a 45 representing the condition, and a base unit which re
user which includes monitor means, designed to be ceives the signals and has a mechanism for automati
worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological cally delivering a message to a remote location using a
condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals public communications network when appropriate.
representing the condition, and a base unit means hav
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro
ing indicating means for summoning assistance, with the 50 vide a system for monitoring the physiological condi
monitor means including an attachment sensor which tion of a user which includes monitor means, designed
produces an indication when the monitor means is not to be worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiolog
attached properly to the user's arm.
ical condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals
It is another object of the present invention to pro representing the condition, and a base unit which re
vide a monitoring system which noninvasively detects a 55 ceives the signals and has indicating means for summon
user's cardiac function and summons assistance in case
ing assistance, where the system operates to assist the
of cardiac dysfunction.
user in determining the transmission range of the moni
A further object of the present invention is to provide tor means to the base unit.
a system for monitoring the blood flow of a user and
A related object of the present invention is to provide
summoning assistance when a problem is detected with a system of the described type which allows a user to
blood flow which uses infrared emitters and detectors
determine the transmission range of a monitor means,
to sense the flow of blood.
wherein an output response of the base unit to signals
Another important object of the present invention is transmitted by the monitor means depends on the
to provide a system for monitoring the physiological strength of the signals received.
condition of a user which includes an unobtrusive moni
A further object of the present invention is to provide
tor means, designed to be worn on the user's arm, for a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a
detecting a physiological condition and transmitting user which includes monitor means worn by the user for
wireless signals representing the condition, and a base detecting a physiological condition and periodically
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Yet another significant object of this invention is to
provide a system which monitors the cardiac function
of a user and provides alarms in multiple zones upon
detecting a problem, with the zones being for example
(1) at the immediate location of the user, (2) at the loca
tion of a base unit in the immediate area positioned to
broadcast an alarm to persons who can provide immedi
ate aid, and (3) at a remote location from which skilled
medical assistance can be dispatched.
O
Another object of the present invention is to provide
which selectively responds to one or more monitor a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a
user which produces the fastest medical response to a
units worn by users.
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro cardiac failure possible outside a hospital setting by
vide a cardiac monitoring system which has a base unit 15 continuously monitoring cardiac function and sounding
monitoring one or more monitor units, with the monitor zoned alarms which will inform the user of a problem,
units transmitting signals coded to identify the transmit inform caregivers in the immediate vicinity that assist
ance is needed, and inform ambulance dispatchers at a
ting monitor unit.
location that help is needed,
A further object of the present invention is to provide remote
Another major object of the present invention is to
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a 20 provide
a device for instructing a caregiver in the provi
user which includes wrist-mounted monitor means for
sion
of
emergency
aid.
detecting a physiological condition and transmitting
It is a further object of the present invention to pro
wireless signals representing the condition, and a base vide
health maintenance information device for pro
unit which receives the signals and has indicating means vidinga emergency
instructions such as CPR instructions
for summoning assistance, with the monitor means hav 25 and
information
to
a caregiver in case of a downturn in
ing the style, appearance and function of a wristwatch. the user's physiological
condition.
It is also an object of the present invention to provide
Another
object
of
the
present invention is to provide
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a a system for monitoring the
physiological condition of a
user which includes monitor means, designed to be user which produces the fastest
response to a
worn on the user's arm, for detecting a physiological 30 cardiac failure possible outside medical
a hospital setting by
condition and transmitting periodic wireless signals continuously monitoring cardiac function
and sounding
representing the condition, and a base unit which re zoned alarms which will inform the user of a problem,
ceives the signals and has indicating means for summon inform caregivers in the immediate vicinity that assist
ing assistance, such that the monitor means and base ance is needed, and inform ambulance dispatchers at a
unit are protected against power failures by appropriate 35 remote location that help is needed, which further in
backup batteries and battery charge sensing circuits.
cludes a portable device which will provide emergency
Another object of the present invention is to provide instructions to the caregivers in the immediate vicinity
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a so that they can perform emergency procedures during
user which includes monitor means, designed to be the period following the detection of a cardiac problem
worn on the user's arm, for detecting blood flow using and prior to the arrival of an ambulance.
infrared emitters and detectors, wherein the infrared
It is also an object of the present invention to provide
emitters are pulsed in operation to conserve power.
a portable device for giving real time instructions for
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro the performance of emergency medical techniques
vide a device worn by a user which detects defibrilla which operates interactively, repeating instructions or
tory shocks and indicates when such a shock has been 45 pausing as necessary until the caregiver indicates a
received.
readiness to proceed.
A further object of the present invention is to provide
Another object of the present invention is to provide
a system for monitoring the physiological condition of a a portable digital speech processing system which gives
user which includes monitor means, designed to be real time, interactive instructions for the performance of
worn on the user's arm, for detecting a cardiac condi SO cardiopulmonary resuscitation or other emergency
tion and transmitting wireless signals representing the medical techniques which is capable of giving both
condition, and a base unit which receives the signals and preparatory instructions and rhythmic or timing in
has indicating means for summoning assistance, where structions during the actual administration of CPR.
the monitor means prevents false alarms by signalling
These objects and others are achieved by providing a
cardiac problems only after a problem has been de 55 monitoring system with two parts-a portable battery
tected continuously over a specified time period.
powered wrist unit and a base unit. The wrist unit moni
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro tors the condition of the wearer's heart by using infra
vide a system which monitors blood flow using infrared red photoplethysmography to monitor his pulse and
emitters and detectors, using splitting devices in con sends RF signals which describe his heart condition to
junction with the emitters so that infrared radiation 60 a base unit. If the wrist unit detects a cardiac arrest or if
from a single emitter is transmitted to a plurality of the wearer manually signals an emergency, both the

transmitting one of a group of wireless signals repre
senting the condition, and a base unit which receives the
signals and has indicating means for summoning assist
ance, wherein the monitor means selects the one signal
to be transmitted according to a predetermined priority
whenever more than one of the possible signals are
accurate in light of the operational and physiological
conditions determined by the monitor means.
Another object of the present invention is to provide
a cardiac monitoring system including a single base unit

locations.

A further object of the present invention is to provide
a system which monitors blood flow using a plurality of
infrared emitters and detectors, which operates in a 65
power saving mode to activate only certain of the emit
ters when these emitters produce a sufficient measure
ment of blood flow.

wrist and the base units sound local alarms. The base

unit also telephones others outside of the user's home to
alert then to the emergency.
The wrist unit monitors its wearer's pulse by causing
its infrared light emitters to shine infrared light into

capillaries in the palm side of the wearer's wrist and
then using its photosensors to detect how much of this
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7
light is absorbed. Because more infrared light is ab
sorbed as more blood flows through the capillaries, the
wrist unit's pulse determination module uses this light
absorption information to determine if a pulse exists.
When it detects a pulse, the pulse determination module
notifies the wrist unit's timer module. The timer module
decides if the wearer's heart is functioning normally,
basing this decision on whether or not it receives a set
number of pulse readings from the pulse determination
module over a time interval, and then relays its decision
to the wrist unit's prioritization and output activation
module. The prioritization and output activation mod
ule prioritizes any messages that it receives and acti
vates the wrist unit's output devices: an audio signal
device, an RF signal transmitter, and a display device
such as an LCD. The prioritization and output activa
tion module responds appropriately to the most impor
tant message that it receives. These output devices pro
vide a localized warning during emergencies.
RF signals sent by the wrist unit's RF signal transmit
ter are received by the base unit's antenna and pro
cessed by the base unit's RF signal decoder. The de
coded message is then sent to the base unit's microcon
troller, which determines the base unit's response to all
incoming information and activates the base unit's out
put devices accordingly. These output devices include
an external display panel which may be a light emitting
diode (LED) display, two audio signal devices, and an
auto dialer which can call several preprogrammed tele
phone numbers and deliver different prerecorded mes

8
wearer of the wrist unit 2 manually signals another type
of emergency, or the wrist unit 2 malfunctions, both the
wrist unit 2 and the base unit 4 will sound local alarms

to alert people in the wearer's home of the emergency
or operational problem, as appropriate. The base unit 4
will also call pre-programmed telephone numbers and
deliver prerecorded messages to alert people outside of
the wearer's home when cardiac arrests or manually
10
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Sages.

The base unit also includes a removable, self-con

tained CPR instructions player which provides interac
tive real time directions for performing cardiopulmo
nary resuscitation or other appropriate emergency med
ical techniques.

35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an illustration showing the wrist and base
units of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block-schematic diagram of the wrist unit
of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of the pulse detection proce
dure followed by the wrist unit of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is an illustration showing a preferred infrared
light emitter and photosensor arrangement in the wrist
unit of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing the operation of the
prioritization and output activation section of the wrist
unit of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a block-schematic diagram of the instruc
tions player of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing the operation of the
instructions player of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is an illustration showing the internal com
partment of the base unit of the present invention; and
FIG. 9 is a block-schematic diagram of the base unit
of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

As shown in FIG. 1, the present invention comprises
a portable wrist unit 2 and a stationary base unit 4. The

wrist unit 2 monitors the heart condition of its wearer

by monitoring his pulse and sends RF signals to the base

unit 4 which notify the base unit 4 of both the wearer's

heart condition and the operational status of the wrist
unit 2. If the wrist unit 2 detects a cardiac arrest, the

65

signalled emergencies are indicated by the wrist unit 2.

The wrist unit 2 has a strap 6 which is adapted to
clamp the wrist unit 2 to the wearer's forearm or wrist.
The strap 6 includes a clasp 8, which is preferably a

positive latch-type mechanism, that connects the ends
of the strap 6 to hold the wrist unit 2 on the wearer's
arm. The strap 6 may be adjustable or may be custom
made for the user. The wrist unit 2 is provided with a
hinged door 10 (shown in the open position in FIG. 1)
which the wearer can easily open but which is designed
not to open accidentally. Directly behind the hinged
door 10 is an inner compartment which contains several
buttons operable by the wearer: an on/off button 26, a

manual heart attack button 28, an other emergency
button 30, and a range determining feature button 32.
The functions performed by these buttons are explained
below. The wrist unit 2 also has infrared light emitters
14, photosensors 16, a defibrillation sensor 17 (which
may comprise, for example, a stainless steel electrode),
and a display device 20 (which is an external liquid
crystal display).
FIG. 2 shows in block form the components of the
wrist unit 2. Besides the infrared light emitters 14, pho
tosensors 16, defibrillation sensor 17, display device 20,
on/off button 26, manual heart attack button 28, other
emergency button 30, and range determining feature
button 32, the wrist unit 2 contains a microcontroller 12,

a diagnostic module 18 (which monitors the operation
of the wrist unit 2 and indicates malfunctions), an RF
signal transmitter 22, an audio signal device 24 (which is
a piezoelectric buzzer), and an antenna 34. The mi
crocontroller 12, which receives messages from various
sources in the wrist unit and sends out messages which
control the wrist unit's output devices, implements a
pulse determination module 36, a timer module 38, and
a prioritization and output activation module 40. Power
for the components of the wrist unit 2 comes from one
or more removable and rechargeable batteries, a power
regulator, and a power controller which are conven
tional and are not shown in the drawings. Finally, since
the wrist unit 2 is designed for continuous everyday use
at home, it will preferably be constructed of materials
such that it will be waterproof, shockproof, chemically
inert, and resistant to changes in temperature. For the
convenience of the user and to make it less obtrusive,
the wrist unit 2 preferably also provides a time-of-day
indication through the display device 20. The wrist unit
2 may also implement other features normally associ
ated with digital wristwatches.
The microcontroller 12 may be a microcontroller or
microprocessor and preferably comprises input/output
ports, timing devices, permanent program storage mem
ory, and program-responsive circuitry which functions
as a processor. Microcontroller 12 may also include
random access memory. The microcontroller 12 can be
implemented using any number of conventional circuits

in one or more integrated packages. It is generally pre
ferred, because of size, weight, and power consumption
constraints on the wrist unit 2, that a microcontroller

which integrates at least most of these functions into a

9
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single package be selected for this application. It will be
noted that the microcontroller 12 implements a plural
ity of independent programs which must run concur
rently in real time, including the pulse determination
module 36, general timing functions provided by the
timer module 38, and the prioritization and output acti
vation module 40. If a single integrated microcontroller
12 is used, the various independent functions may be
implemented in a time-sharing or interrupt-driven man
ner as is well known in the art; otherwise, independent
circuits may be used to implement these various fea
tures.
The microcontroller 12 will implement software ac
cording to the descriptions of the operation of wrist unit
2 contained herein, with particular reference to the
flowcharts of FIGS. 3 and 5 and the various tables in
the specification showing the prioritization of output
signals and specifying system responses to particular

O

15

situations. This software will be described later in more
detail.
20
The infrared emitters 14 are connected to and con

trolled by the pulse determination module 36. The pho
tosensors 16 are connected as inputs to the pulse deter

mination module 36. The pulse determination module

36 is connected as an input to the timer module 38. The
timer module 38, defibrillation sensor 17, diagnostic
module 18, on/off button 26, manual heart attackbutton
28, other emergency button 30, and range determining
feature button 32 are operably connected as inputs to
the prioritization and output activation module 40. The
display device 20, RF signal transmitter 22, and audio
signal device 24 are operably connected as output de
vices of the prioritization and output activation module

25

30

40. The prioritization and output activation module 40
is also connected to and controls the pulse determina 35
tion module 36. The antenna 34 is operably connected
to the RF signal transmitter 22.
The wrist unit detects the wearer's pulse by using
infrared photoplethysmography to determine his blood
flow. The wrist unit's pulse determination module 36
activates one or more infrared light emitters 14 to shine
infrared light into capillaries in the palm side of the
wearer's forearm or wrist. This infrared light is ab
sorbed by the blood flowing in the wearer's circulatory
system, and one or more photosensors 16 detect

changes in the absorption of this light due to differing
amounts of blood flow. The photosensors 16 relay this
light absorption information to the pulse determination
module 36, which uses the information to determine the

45
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quency, the pulse determination module 36 shuts off the
infrared light emitters 14. The pulse determination mod
ule 36 then predicts when the wearer's next pulse will
result. Shortly before this next pulse is expected, the
pulse determination module 36 activates the infrared
light emitter 14 closest to the photosensor 16 which
provided the most conclusive infrared light absorption
information (or the strongest pulse signal) during the
previous pulse detection attempt. Once the pulse deter
mination module 36 detects the next pulse, it shuts off
the infrared light emitter 14. The pulse determination
module 36 then again predicts when the next pulse will
result, activates the appropriate infrared light emitter 14
shortly before the next pulse is scheduled to arrive, and
deactivates this infrared light emitter 14 after it detects
this pulse. The pulse determination module 36 will con
tinue to repeat this procedure as long as the wearer's
pulse is detected as predicted.
However, if no pulse is detected a short time after the
pulse determination module 36 predicted that it should
have arrived, for example two seconds, the pulse deter
mination module 36 activates all of the infrared light
emitters 14. All infrared light emitters 14 then continue
to function until the next pulse is detected. If a subse
quent pulse is found, the pulse determination module 36
shuts off all the infrared light emitters 14 and resumes
the normal procedure of periodically activating only
the infrared light emitter 14 closest to the photosensor
16 which provided the best infrared light absorption
information during the previous pulse detection at

tempt.

In a preferred embodiment of the wrist unit 2, two
additional features are implemented to conserve the
wrist unit's battery during the pulse detection proce
dure. First, the infrared light emitters 14 may be quickly
flashed or strobed one or more times when they are
activated rather than being powered continuously when
they are activated. That is, the emitters 14 may be oper
ated at less than a full duty cycle during the period
when they are activated.
Second, as illustrated in FIG. 4, fiber optic light pipes

15 may be provided to take the infrared light from one
or more central infrared light emitters 14 and disperse it
near a plurality of photosensors 16. The fiber optic light
pipes 15 are constructed from a light transmitting mate
rial and each have one of their ends connected to the
infrared light emitter 14 for collecting infrared light
waves therefrom. The second, open ends of the fiber
optic light pipes may be aligned so that they are di

wearer's blood flow and thus his pulse rate. This 50 rected at the skin of the wearer of wrist unit 2 so that the
method is preferred because it is an efficient and nonin infrared light is transmitted through the ends of fiber
vasive way of detecting the presence or absence of optic light pipes 15 into the capillaries of the wearer for
venous and/or arterial blood flow.
detection by photosensors 16 adjacent to the ends of
The operation of the pulse determination module 36 fiber optic light pipes 15. The use of light pipes to chan
of microcontroller 12 is shown in the flowchart of FIG. 55 nel the light from infrared emitters 14 to a plurality of
3. It should be noted that the pulse determination mod photosensors 16 permits operation of the device with
ule 36 will be activated only when the wrist unit 2 is in fewer infrared emitters 14 than would otherwise be
an active mode, i.e. activated for pulse detection. This required to provide light to the photosensors 16. Be
state will also be referred to as "turned on.” As can be cause the infrared emitters 14 use a significant part of
seen in the flowchart of FIG. 3, the pulse determination the overall power required by wrist unit 2, this method
module 36 initially adapts to the wearer's pulse by acti provides much longer battery life than would otherwise
vating all the infrared light emitters 14 (only two emit be possible.
ters are shown in FIG. 1, but more may be imple
Each time a pulse is detected, the pulse determination
mented) so that the photosensors 16 can provide com module 36 sends a message to the timer module 38
plete light absorption information to the pulse determi 65 which prompts the timer module 38 to reset a continu
nation module 36. The pulse determination module 36 ously operating countdown timer which may have a
uses this information to approximate the frequency of duration, for example, of 15 seconds. As long as this
the wearer's pulse. Once it determines the pulse fre countdown timer does not equal zero, the timer module

11
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38 regularly signals that the wearer's heart is operating
normally by sending the "pulse okay” message to the
prioritization and output activation module 40 every
three seconds. If the countdown timer completes its
countdown, the timer module 38 signals that the wearer
is in cardiac arrest by sending the "cardiac arrest' mes
sage to the prioritization and output activation module
40. The countdown timer will operate only when the
wrist unit 2 is in an active mode (turned on). When the
wrist unit 2 is in its deactivated mode, although other
aspects of wrist unit 2 may continue to function, the
pulse determination module 36 will not function to
detect the wearer's pulse and the countdown timer will

be set to a nonzero value and will not count down.
The countdown delay feature prevents false alarms,
since during the delay, the wrist unit 2 will have several
opportunities to attempt pulse detection with first one
and then all of the infrared light emitters 14 activated.
In particular, this delay feature, coupled with the design
feature of multiple detection points at plural photosen
sors 16, prevents false alarms of the type which may

switching means is actuated during a defined time per
10

have been detected will an alarm be sounded. While this

5

fully activate the wrist unit 2 or to put the wrist unit 2
into its standby mode, respectively (the wrist unit 2 is
not totally deactivated even when the "wrist off mes
sage is generated). The prioritization and output activa
tion module 40 decides whether the on/off button 26 is

sending the "wrist on' or "wrist off message by tog
gling between the two states whenever the button is

30

activated.

When the manual heart attack button 28 is activated,

it sends the "manual heart attack' message to the prio
ritization and output activation module 40 to indicate
that the wearer believes that he is having a heart attack.
When the other emergency button 30 is activated, it
sends the "other emergency' message to the prioritiza
tion and output activation module 40 to indicate that the
wearer has signalled that a noncardiac emergency has
occurred.

The range determining feature button 32 allows the

wearer of the wrist unit 2 to determine the wrist unit's

35

method results in a delay of a few seconds in summon

ever it sounds an alarm.

As shown by numbers 26, 28, 30, and 32 in FIGS. 1

tions of the wrist unit 2. As soon as any of these buttons 55
are activated, the button's message is sent to the prioriti
zation and output activation module 40. While the acti
vating means are described herein as "buttons,' those
skilled in the art will recognize that a downwardly
movable momentary contact switch is only one of a
large number of activating or switching devices which .
could be used to control operation of the wrist unit 2.
For example, touch-sensitive devices or toggle switches
could be used. While it is preferred for the convenience
of a panic-stricken user to provide separately actuated 65
switching means for control of these functions, it would

also be possible to use other schemes for actuating func
tions of the wrist unit 2. As an example, two switching

In the preferred embodiment, when the on/off button
off' message to the prioritization and output activation

module 40 to indicate that the wearer wishes to either

ing assistance, it prevents the needless dispatching of
emergency equipment and avoids unnecessarily alarm
ing the user, who will naturally be upset by an alarm 40
indicating that his or her heart has ceased functioning.
The prevention of false alarms in the system of the
present invention is considered very important. The
system will not achieve its desired function if it pro
duces significant numbers of false alarms because emer 45
gency dispatchers receiving calls generated by a system
prone to false alarms will not take them seriously. Thus,
to maximize the user's chance of survival in case of a
heart attack, the present invention provides an accurate
and reliable system which will immediately prompt the 50
dispatch of an advanced life support ambulance when
and 2, several buttons are used to control certain func

iod.

26 is activated, it sends either the "wrist on' or "wrist

occur when wrist unit 2 shifts position on the arm of the
wearer. Such a shift in position might cause a device
with a single photosensor 16 to occupy a position out of
detection range of the capillary beds in the forearm, so 25
that further pulses would not be detected. This occu
rence might cause an alarm even though the user's heart

is functioning normally. The present system, in contrast,
allows several attempts to detect a pulse. In the pre
ferred embodiment, these attempts will take place first
with a single infrared emitter 14 activated, and subse
quently with all available devices activated to scan for
any pulse indication. Only if a pulse is not detected
when all infrared light emitters 14 are activated for a
defined period of time in which several pulses should

12

means might be provided, with the first permitting
scrolling through a menu of function selections which
would be displayed on the display device 20 of wrist
unit 2, and the second switching means operating to
select the displayed function. In another scheme, a sin
gle switching means could be used to actuate a plurality
of functions depending on the number of times the

range of RF transmission to the base unit 4 (as will be
explained in more detail below in the section relating to
the base unit). When the range determining feature
button 32 is activated, it sends either the "range on' or
the "range off message to the prioritization and output
activation module 40 to commence or terminate the

range determining feature, respectively. As in the case
of the on/off button 26, the prioritization and output
activation module 40 decides whether the range deter
mining feature button 32 is sending the "range on' or
"range off message by toggling between the two mes

sages whenever the button is activated.
When multiple switching means are provided to acti
vate separate functions of wrist unit 2 as provided in the

preferred embodiment, it becomes very important to
define the response of the system when more than one
of the switching means is actuated within a short time
period. If any two of the wrist unit's buttons are pressed
within a very short defined time period indicating that
they were pressed essentially simultaneously, the inputs
to prioritization and output activation module 40 are
filtered so that only one input is accepted. Such filtering
can be accomplished through separate circuits, if de
sired, as part of a debouncing and prioritization of the
pushbutton inputs, or it can be performed alternatively
through programming of the prioritization and output
activation module 40 of microcontroller 12 to check for

multiple keypresses in a short time. In the preferred
embodiment, the prioritization and output activation
module 40 interprets the incoming messages from two
buttons that were pressed essentially simultaneously as
follows:

"wrist on' (from the on/off button 26) and "manual
heart attack" (from the manual heart attack button 28)

becomes "wrist on;'
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"wrist on" (from the on/off button 26) and "other
emergency" (from the other emergency button 30) be
comes "wrist on;'
"wrist off' (from the on/off button 26) and "manual
heart attack' (from the manual heart attack button 28)
becomes "manual heart attack;"
"wrist off" (from the on/off button 26) and "other
emergency' (from the other emergency button 30) be
comes "other emergency;'
"manual heart attack" (from the manual heart attack
button 28) and "other emergency' (from the other
emergency button 30) becomes "manual heart attack;'
and
"range on' or "range off" (from the range determin
ing feature button 32) and the message from any other
button becomes the other button's message.
This priority scheme recognizes that, when the wrist
unit has been "turned off', or placed in a standby mode
wherein many of its operations including the pulse de
tection operation are not active, it is more likely that the
user will want to completely activate the wrist unit 2
than it is that the user will wish to summon assistance.

14

the clasp attachment status detector 19 sends the "clasp
open' message to the prioritization and output activa
tion module 40. If an open clasp 8 is subsequently se
cured, the clasp attachment status detector 19 sends the
"clasp reclosed' message to the prioritization and out
put activation module 40. In its simplest form, the clasp
attachment status detector may be a switch connected
to selectively provide a signal to an input port of mi
O

crocontroller 12 based on whether the switch is closed

or open. The diagnostic module 18's low battery detec
circuit that sends a signal to an input port of the mi
crocontroller 12 when the batteries of wrist unit 2 are
low. This signal will be interpreted by the microcon
troller 12 as the "low wrist battery' message to the
prioritization and output activation module 40 if the
battery powering the wrist unit 2 falls below a specified
percentage of maximum charge. The diagnostic module
18's additional independent internal diagnostic circuits
23 may be provided as desired to detect malfunctions in
other components of the wrist unit 2. When these diag
nostic circuits 23 detect malfunctions, the "wrist error'
message is sent to the prioritization and output activa
tor 21 may be a known battery power measurement

15

20

Thus, the pressing of a plurality of buttons when the
wrist unit 2 is deactivated is interpreted to mean that the
user wishes to fully activate the wrist unit 2. Thus, 25
"wrist on' signals take priority over other signals. On
the other hand, when the wrist unit 2 is fully opera
tional, it is somewhat more likely that pressing multiple
buttons reflects panic or lack of motor coordination in
an emergency situation. Therefore, when the wrist unit 30
2 is in a fully activated state, emergency signals will
generally take priority over on/off signals. The range
determination function button never takes priority over
another button since it is designed to activate a less
frequently used feature which is less critical to the user 35
than either summoning aid or activation/deactivation.
Along with receiving messages from the timer mod
ule 38 and the wrist unit's various buttons, the prioriti
zation and output activation module 40 receives mes
sages from the defibrillation sensor 17 and the diagnos
tic module 18. The defibrillation sensor 17, which may
comprise one or more stainless steel electrodes, is con
nected to the prioritization and output activation mod
ule 40 via a circuit which detects sudden large-magni
tude voltage applications of the sort which would be 45
detected if a defibrillator was being used on the wearer
of wrist unit 2, and generates a signal in response. In
general, this circuit detects and responds to a sudden
large-scale increase in charge or voltage available at the
electrode or electrodes. This response signal is transmit 50
ted as a "shock received' message to the prioritization
and output activation module 40.
The diagnostic module 18 may be implemented using
discrete components, using an independent microcon
troller, using the microcontroller 12, or, preferably, 55
using a combination of discrete components and the
microcontroller 12. The diagnostic module 18 may
include a clasp attachment status detection circuit 19, a
low battery detector 21, and other diagnostic circuits
23. The diagnostic module 18's clasp attachment status
detector 19 is preferably a switch connected to the clasp
8 that is closed when the clasp 8 is attached and open
when the clasp 8 is open. The normally closed switch
thus provided is more fail-safe than a normally open
switch. Clasp attachment status detector 19 determines 65
if the wrist unit 2 is properly secured to the wearer's
wrist or forearm by checking that the unit's clasp 8 is
properly secured. If the clasp 8 is not properly secured,

tion module 40.

Whenever it receives any of the aforementioned mes

sages, the prioritization and output activation module
40 activates the wrist unit's output devices-the display
device 20, the RF signal transmitter 22, and the audio
signal device 24 to respond appropriately to the condi
tion that this message is indicating. The prioritization
and output activation module 40 activates the response
by sending each output device the same message that it
receives.

If the prioritization and output activation module 40
receives messages from several sources within a very

short time or simultaneously, which will occur if more
the condition is detected at about the same time, it prio
ritizes the incoming messages and sends signals which
constitute an appropriate response to the highest prior

ity message to the output devices. The preferred priorit
ization scheme is shown in Table 1:
TABLE 1.
priority one
priority two
priority three

priority four
priority five
priority six

priority seven

priority eight
priority nine
priority ten
priority eleven
priority twelve
priority thirteen

"shock received'
"wrist of
"wriston'

"manual heart attack'

"other emergency"

"cardiac arrest'

"wrist error'

"clasp reclosed"
"clasp open"
"low wrist battery"
"range off"
"range on"
"pulse okay"

As can be seen in Table 1, the "wrist on' and "wrist

off indications are given priority over other signals
because while the system will automatically signal a
cardiac arrest, it is also designed to give the user the
ultimate control of its operation to minimize inconve
niences. For example, the user may absent-mindedly

attach or detach the wrist unit from his or her body
while turning it on or off. Thus, an on or off signal may

frequently be closely associated in time with a failure to
detect a pulse, and under these circumstances failure to
detect a pulse is less likely to indicate an emergency.
The pulse okay signal is given the lowest priority since
it conveys information less important to the immediate
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operation of the system. Similarly, the range on/off and
low wrist battery signals have generally lower priority
than the signals indicating an emergency.
The prioritization scheme described above allows the

system to alert its users to the most important condition
so that they can concentrate their efforts towards recti
fying the problem without being distracted by the indi
cation of less-important conditions. This prioritization
scheme also allows this critical condition to be indicated

in minimum time and with minimum power. Further
more, the prioritization scheme allows for more infor
mation to be conveyed than is suggested by the titles of
the messages transmitted. For example, a "low wrist
battery' message also indicates that the user of the wrist
unit 2 has not experienced cardiac arrest or pressed an
emergency button, since the wrist unit 2 would other
wise have transmitted the higher priority message ac
cording to Table 1.

FM or AM transmission but also various noncarrier

transmission schemes. If a carrier is used, it will be
10

15

The responses of the output devices to each highest
priority condition selected by the prioritization and 20
output activation unit 40 will now be described in detail.
The display device 20 displays "OFF" if it receives the
"wrist off message from the prioritization and output
activation module 40. If the display device 20 receives 25
the "cardiac arrest' or "manual heart attack' message,
it displays "HEART.' The display device 20 displays
"OTHER" if it receives the "other emergency' mes
sage, "RANGE" if it receives the "range on' message,
“ERROR' if it receives the "wrist error' message, 30
"CLASP” if it receives the "clasp open' message, and
"BAT" if it receives the "low wrist battery' message.

The display device 20 is cleared if the prioritization and

output activation module 40 sends it signals consistent
with the "wrist on," "clasp reclosed,” “range off,”
"pulse okay,” or "shock received' messages. The dis
play device 20 maintains its display (or remains cleared)
until it receives another message from the prioritization

35

and output activation module 40.
Whenever the RF signal transmitter 22 receives a
signal from the prioritization and output activation

module 40 indicating that a signal other than "range
off,' is appropriate, it immediately sends a coded RF

16

unit 4 can be specially programmed to be compatible
with multiple wrist units 2.
It will be recognized by those skilled in the art of
wireless transmissions that a number of known schemes
might be used to transmit the RF signals, including, for
example, not only modulated carrier schemes such as

signal transmission of that message to the base unit 4
through the antenna 34. If the RF signal transmitter 22 45
receives the "range off message, it does not send out
any RF signal transmission. The RF signal transmitter
22 continuously transmits the "cardiac arrest,' "manual
heart attack," "other emergency," "clasp reclosed,"
"wrist on,' "wrist off,' "wrist error,” and "shock re SO
ceived' signals for approximately five seconds when
ever these signals are appropriate. The RF signal trans
mitter 22 then stops transmitting and waits to receive
another control message from the prioritization and
output activation module 40. The RF signal transmitter 55
22 transmits the "low wrist battery,' "clasp open," and
"pulse okay” signals for approximately one-half of a
second and continues to repeatedly transmit these RF
messages once every 3 seconds until it receives another
control message from the prioritization and output acti
vation module 40. The RF signal transmitter 22 continu
ously transmits the "range on' signal until it receives
another message from the prioritization and output
activation module 40. All RF signals transmitted by a
wrist unit's RF signal transmitter 22 are coded such that
no wrist unit can activate a base unit not associated with
it. However, multiple base units 4 can be made to be
compatible with one wrist unit 2. Similarly, a single base

generally desirable to transmit the carrier only intermit
tently when a message is to be transmitted to reduce
power consumption in the wrist unit 2. Further, those
skilled in the art will recognize that a variety of encod
ing, signal pulsing, or other schemes known for trans
mitting information messages over a communications

link of a given bandwidth can be used to differentiate
the various messages transmitted by the RF transmitter

22 so that RF signal decoder 46 can determine which
signal was transmitted as will be explained later in more
detail. Also, a variety of schemes are available for dif
ferentiating signals produced by different wrist units 2,
such as using different transmitting frequencies for dif
ferent wrist units or such as adding an identification
component to the message coding. Any of the available
schemes for transmitting all of this essential information
may be selected in accordance with the principles of the
present invention.
The audio signal device 24 produces a continuous
sound (100% duty cycle) if it receives the "cardiac
arrest' or "manual heart attack' message from the prio

ritization and output activation module 40. If it receives
the "other emergency" message, the audio signal device
24 produces a non-continuous sound (50% duty cycle).
The audio signal device 24 produces a non-continuous
"bipping' sound (10% duty cycle) if it receives the
"wrist error,” “low wrist battery," or "clasp open”
message. The audio signal device 24 makes a single
“bip” sound if it receives the "wrist on” or "wrist off"
message. The audio signal device 24 becomes silent if it
receives the "range on," "range off," "clasp reclosed,"
"pulse okay," or "shock received” message. The audio
signal device 24 continues to produce its sound (or
remains silent) until it receives another message from
the prioritization and output activation module 40.
The prioritization and output activation module 40 of
the microcontroller 12 may operate using software de
veloped according to the flowchart of FIG. 5. Those
skilled in the art will recognize that the details of the
software provided for microcontroller 12 will depend
on the microcontroller 12 selected and the assignment
and connection of the input devices to the ports of the
microcontroller 12. In general, the prioritization and
output activation module 40 can activate thirteen possi
ble "functions' of the wrist unit 2, which generate the
collective responses of the wrist unit 2's three output
devices to signals sent by the prioritization and output
activation module 40. In determining which function
should be executed, the prioritization and output activa
tion module 40 first checks for a condition that makes a
response appropriate and then activates the output de
vices of the wrist unit 2 to perform the function if the
condition is found. As shown at section 500 of the flow

chart of FIG. 5, the prioritization and output activation
unit 40 will scan these possible functions from highest to
lowest priority (for PRIORITY = 1 to 13 as shown in

Table 1), and the first function found during this scan
that is appropriate for execution, which will also be the
highest priority function appropriate for execution, will
cause an exit of the loop for execution of the function.
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The scan continues in the loop of section 500 from
highest to lowest priority and will be repeated until

18
The pulse okay and low wrist battery functions will
be executed only when the wrist unit is active (turned
such time as a function is identified for execution.
on) and when a timer of, for example, three seconds in
In determining whether a function is appropriate for timer module 38 has expired indicating that three sec
execution, the prioritization and output activation unit 5 onds have lapsed since the transmission of the last RF
40 first scans inputs relevant to the function as shown in signal. This feature reduces the power requirements of
block 504. Briefly, the primary inputs relevant to each the wrist unit 2 since, in normal operation, the pulse
message (and thus function) which were discussed pre- okay signal or low wrist battery signal (which also
viously in the specification are summarized again in indicates that the pulse is okay) will be transmitted only
Table 2:
10 every three seconds. The expiration of this timer, how
TABLE 2
ever, is the only requirement other than activation of
MESSAGE

PRIMARY INP
UT

shock eived

Ellic

Wst 0

wrist on

s

heart attack
grey
wrist error
clasp reclosed
l

clasp open

low wrist battery

range off
range on
lseok

pulse okay
PRIORITY

the wrist unit 2 for transmission of the pulse okay signal.
Thus, unless one of the higher priority signals, such as a

17

cardiac arrest signal, is selected for execution prior to

E. and present

15 reaching the "pulse okay" function which is the last

s heart attack button 28
E" button 30
diagnostic circuits 23

The condition of the inputs determining whether
each function should be executed, as shown in Table 2,
20 is examined by prioritization and output activation unit

t stor and present

be executed, the prioritization and output activation

on/off button 26 and present
operational state

selectable function in the loop, the pulse okay function
will be executed every three seconds.

clasp detector 19 and present
E.
19

40 at block 506 in FIG. 5 to determine whether or not
the function should be executed. When a function is to

low battery detector 21 and

unit 40 will perform the functions aS shown in block 502

timer expiration

25 for that function, including the provision of data to a

E. 'E, feature

display advice, transmission of the appropriate RF sig

It is rent

nal, and transmission of any appropriate audio signal

range determ. feature
button 32 and present
operational state

d
wrist
in active
timer unit
module
38 state an

through the audio signal device 24. The thirteen possi

ble functions of wrist unit 2, along with their priorities
30 and the appropriate display, RF signal, and audio out
puts to be executed for these functions, are summarized

in Table 3:
TABLE 3

2
3
4

MESSAGE12
"shock received'
"wrist of'
"wrist on'
"manual heart attack'

DISPLAY DEVICE
Cleared
"OFF"
Cleared
HEART

RF SIGNAL TRANSMITTER
"shock received'
"wrist of'
"wriston'
'manual heart attack'

AUDIO SIGNAL DEVICE
Silent
1 bip
1 bip
100% duty cycle

6
7

"cardiac arrest"
"wrist error'

"HEART"
ERROR'

"cardiac arrest'
"wrist error'

100% duty cycle
10% duty cycle

"range off"

Cleared

5

8
9
10
11

12
3

"other emergency"

"clasp reclosed"
"clasp open"
"low wrist battery"
"range on"
"pulse okay"

“OTHER''

"other emergency"

Cleared
"CLASP'
*BAT'

"clasp reclosed"
"clasp open" .
"low wrist battery"

Silent
10% duty cycle
10% duty cycle

"range on"
"pulse okay"

Silent
Silent

No RF transmission

"RANGE'
Cleared

50% duty cycle

Silent

The prioritization and output activation module 40's message to the wrist unit's output devices have the same name as the message that the prioritization and output
The messages are arranged in order of decreasing priority.

activation module 40 receives from various sources in the wrist unit.

50

Thus, the prioritization and output activation module
40 will first scan the defibrillation sensor input to see if
the "shock received' message is appropriate since this
message has PRIORITY = 1. If this message is appropri
ate, as shown in Block 506, the prioritization and output 55
activation module 40 will then exit the loop of section
500 and activate the output units to perform the func
tions corresponding to the "shock received' message
(as shown in section 502). If this message is not appro
priate based on checking of the condition of the rele
vant inputs, the loop of section 500 will continue with
the next highest priority message until an appropriate
message is found. In this manner, the first message
found to be appropriate will necessarily be the highest
priority message appropriate at the time. Thus, the
"pulse okay" message and its corresponding function

will only be appropriate if none of the other messages
are appropriate.

The operation of the base unit 4 will now be de

scribed in detail with reference to FIG. 1. As FIG. 1

shows, the base unit 4 has an antenna/power cord 42

that both receives RF signals from the wrist unit 2 and
serves as a means to access 120V AC power from a
standard household power receptacle, which is the base
unit 4's primary power source. (Even though the an
tenna is shown to be inside the power cord in this em

bodiment of the base unit 4, the antenna may instead be
inside the base unit 4.) The base unit 4 is also provided
with a telephone connector 43 which allows the base
unit 4 to access the public switched telephone network
by means of a standard RJ-11C connector. The base

unit 4 has an on/off switch 52 and a siren/annunciator

deactivator button 54, the operations of which are ex
plained in more detail below.

The base unit 4 also contains an external display panel
56 which may be a light emitting diode (LED) display,
a CPR instructions player 64 which is preferably a re
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movable and portable digital message player that plays

concise CPR instructions when one of its buttons is

pressed, an internal compartment 66 which opens up
when the compartment button 67 is pressed, a power
light 68 which is lit when the base unit 4 is activated, a
medical card slot 69 which houses a removable medical
information card providing information about the user
of the system, and a volume control knob 70 which

adjusts the volume of the base unit's audio signal de

10
vices (which are described below).
The CPR instructions player 64 can be removed from
the base unit 4 by a caregiver in case of a cardiac emer
gency. This message player will preferably have brief
written instructions associated therewith such as by
printing on the case of CPR instructions player 64, but 15
will also have simple, non-language-specific illustra
tions of proper positions for cardiopulmonary resuscita
tion (CPR) or other appropriate emergency medical
procedures associated therewith, and will function to
selectively play a pre-recorded instructional message 20
that describes in real time how to implement CPR.
While the instructions player 64 will be described in the
present, preferred embodiment as providing CPR in
structions, instructions player 64 may also provide in
structions for performing other emergency medical 25
procedures, such as the Heimlich maneuver.
The instructions player 64 is preferably designed
according to the diagram of FIG. 6, with no moving
parts, including a microprocessor 100 connected to a
program memory 102, data memory 104, and a speech 30
processor 106 capable of generating a synthesized voice
through a speaker/amplifier 108 connected to the
speech processor 106. The program memory 102 will
contain a simple program which causes the micro
processor to transfer in a desired order specified data 35

from the data memory 104 to the speech processor 106,

directing that the speech processor 106 generate certain
synthesized voice sounds. The sound of the synthesized

since the instructions player 64 is designed for the use of 40
lay persons who are dealing with an unfamiliar emer
gency and who are likely to be frightened or agitated.
The instructions player 64 is provided with batteries for
powering its circuits (not shown). The batteries are
preferably maintained in a charged state by the base unit 45
4 when the instructions player 64 is not being used.
The instructions player 64 may have a plurality of
control means in the form of switching devices con
nected as inputs to ports of the microprocessor 100,
ready button 114. These control buttons will be used by
the caregiver to control the broadcast of the medical

50

procedure instructions through speaker 108, which may
be an amplified speaker. The start/stop button 110 will

activate and deactivate the instructional broadcast. The 55

repeat button 112 will cause the instructions player 64
to repeat the most recent instruction block and can be
pressed by the caregiver to indicate that the instruction
just given was not completely understood and that re
peating of the instructions is desired. The ready button
114 is pressed by the caregiver to indicate that the in
structions just received were understood or that they
were carried out, as appropriate, thus ensuring that the
system interacts appropriately with the caregiver and
adapts to the caregiver's speed of execution. Additional
control buttons for selection of different programs
could be provided if the instructions player 64 is pro
vided with multiple instructional programs for perform

preferred that the output of the position instructions be
controlled with the repeat and ready buttons operating
as described previously so that the caregiver can indi
cate at each step his or her readiness for the next in
struction. For example, the instructions player 64 might
broadcast "Roll the patient flat onto his or her back and
press READY", repeating this message every few sec
onds until the ready button 114 is pressed. Only then
would the next instruction, which might be, for exam
ple, "support the patient's head and tilt it gently back so
that his or her chin is pointing toward the ceiling' be
given.
When the caregiver has prepared the patient and has
assumed the proper stance and hand position, the pro
gram may provide a real time count or rhythm for CPR

chest compressions and breathing by synthesizing the
word "press', part of a numeric counting series such as
one of the numbers 1-5, or a similar command at the

voice selected should be both calm and authoritative

such as a start/stop button 110, repeat button 112, and

20

ing a number of medical procedures. The microproces
sor 100 may also be programmed so that certain por
tions of the instructions are automatically repeated at
intervals until the ready button 114 is pressed. This
feature will be particularly useful in giving CPR posi
tioning instructions.
In the present example, when the instructions player
64 gives CPR instructions, the program of instructions
player 64 will operate generally according to the proce
dure depicted in the flowchart of FIG. 7. When the start
button 110 is pressed, the instructions player 64 will
broadcast verbal instructions. These instructions may
first include positioning instructions, or directions for
positioning the person whose heart has stopped for
CPR and also for preparing the chest area and airway,
locating the proper point for the application of pressure,
and assuming the proper stance and hand position for
chest compressions. The instructions will preferably
refer to the positioning illustrations and instructions
printed on the outer case of instructions player 64. It is

required intervals, and also by giving directions as to
the timing of breathing. For example, the sequence
could be "1-2-3-4-5-breathe' or "press-press-press
press-press-breathe.' Another timer or counter may
also be provided so that, at periodic intervals, further
instructions, reminders, or encouragement may be
given, such as "You're doing fine,' "You should press
hard enough to move the surface of the chest down
about an inch,” “You've been working for three min
utes. Just keep going a little longer-the ambulance
should be here soon,' and periodically, "Stop now and
check to see if the patient has started breathing on his
own."This rhythmic portion of the instructions given
by instructions player 64 will be continued until such
time as the instructions player 64 is turned off, generally
when the patient has been revived or upon the arrival of
the paramedics.
Of course, the preferred sequence of instructions
given herein assumes that a cardiac arrest has already
been positively detected by the system of the present
invention. If the instructions player 64 were to be used
in the absence of such a determination, preliminary
instructions designed to help the caregiver determine
whether or not CPR administration is necessary, and an
instruction to call paramedics, would be appropriate
and desirable.

65

Also, although it is much preferred that the instruc
tions player 64 be removable from the base unit 4 so that
it can be taken directly to the location of a user in need

of emergency care, the instructions player 64 could also
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be made a part of the base unit 4 and provided with a
larger speaker that could be heard for a considerable
distance. In addition, the instructions player 64 could be

22
of the country an ambulance may not arrive in time to
save the patient if CPR is not administered during the
ambulance's travel time. The importance of the instruc
tions player 64 in the overall scheme of the present

a magnetic tape player which would merely replay
analog recorded instructions when activated, although
a tape recording would lack certain utility provided by
the preferred system. Further, although the instructions
player 64 has been described in terms of CPR instruc
tions, the instructions player 64 might be provided with

instructions for any number of other procedures, such

as the Heimlich maneuver, either alone or in addition to

invention is thus apparent. While the persons originally
present in the victim's immediate area might not other

wise be able to render effective assistance, the combina

O

tion of the alarm which alerts them to the problem and
the instructions player 64 which provides them with a
means for rendering effective first aid allows even un
trained persons in the immediate area to provide lifesav
ing care. The combination of localized alarms and care
giving instructions provided by the present invention
thus provides a complete system which immediately
diagnoses a cardiac arrest and ensures the swiftest and
most effective emergency treatment possible for a car
diac arrest outside of a hospital cardiac unit setting.
The medical card slot 69 of base unit 4 houses a medi
cal summary card which may contain critical medical
information about the user of the monitoring and warn
ing system. Such information might include medical
and personal history, drug allergies, medications being
taken, insurance information, and other information
useful to an emergency caregiver.
Additional features and components of the base unit 4
will now be described with reference to FIG. 8, which
is a top view of the inside of the internal compartment
66 of the base unit 4. The internal compartment 66 has
a wrist unit storage area 72 where the wrist unit 2 may
be stored and/or charged, a wrist unit battery recharger
74 which continuously keeps an extra battery for the
wrist unit 2 charged and can recharge a depleted wrist
unit battery, and a battery charge indicator 76 which
may be an LED that indicates whether the extra wrist
unit battery in the battery recharger 74 is fully charged.
The internal compartment 66 also contains the pro
gramming controls for the base unit 4. These controls
include a microphone 78, a keypad display unit 80
which may be an LED readout, and a keypad 82. A user
of the system can use the microphone 78 to record
messages for the base unit's annunciator 60 and auto
dialer 62 (both of which are described in detail below)
and the keypad 82 to input telephone numbers and other
information. The keypad display unit 80 displays visual
instructions for using the microphone 78 and the keypad

CPR instructions. If the unit is designed to give instruc
tions for multiple procedures, selection means would be
provided for selecting the desired set of instructions i.e.,
15
instructions for CPR, Heimlich maneuver, etc.
The instructions player 64 of the present invention
permits relatively untrained persons to give lifesaving
CPR, but would also be a useful aid to trained personnel
in that it provides a steady, accurate rhythm for com
pressions and breathing to ensure high-quality CPR. In 20
addition, even those who have been trained in CPR may
not have had very recent training and thus an instant
refresher course as provided by the instructions player
64 will be useful. Also, the preparatory instructions
provided ensure that no preparatory step is omitted. 25
Thus, even those who have been regularly trained in
CPR will appreciate the guidance and aid to memory
provided by the instructions player 64.
While the instructions player 64 would be useful
alone, it serves a particularly important synergistic 30
function when associated with the overall system of the
present invention. An important object of the system of
the present invention is to save the life of a person expe
riencing cardiac arrest. Toward that end, as will be
seen, the system is designed to bring the victim the most 35
prompt total emergency assistance possible by provid
ing alarms at three separate locations: the specific loca
tion of the user (by audio signal device 24 of wrist unit
2), the larger immediate area where the user is, such as
throughout the user's house (by signal devices of base
unit 4) and in the geographic region where the user is
located (by the telephone auto dialer 62 of base unit 4).
Each of these alarms has a specific purpose and the
three alarms work together to bring emergency care to
the victim in the shortest possible time. The alarm of 45
wrist unit 2 informs the user personally that something 82.
is wrong. If the user is still conscious, the user can take
Although the basic base unit 4 accommodates one
steps to minimize health risk, such as by sitting down, wrist unit 2, special base units 4 with multiple wrist unit
taking medication if advised, and seeking medical assist storage areas 72, wrist unit battery rechargers 74, and
ance. The alarm of wrist unit 2 also allows caregivers to 50 battery charge indicators 76 can also be constructed for
"home in' on the sound to locate the victim when, as in group living or work situations. These base units 4 will
a cardiac arrest, the victim is unconscious. Further, in be made compatible with multiple wrist units 2 but the
the unlikely event of a false alarm, the user will immedi RF transmissions of each wrist unit 2 will be individu
ately know of the false alarm because of the alarm of ally coded so that the base unit 4 can identify the origi
wrist unit 2 and can take steps to silence the alarm. The 55 nating wrist unit 2. Thus, the base unit 4 can indepen
structure- or area-wide alarm sounded by the signal dently determine the status of each wrist unit 2 and can
devices of base unit 4 alerts potential caregivers in the take individualized appropriate action when a trouble
immediate area, such as a spouse in another part of the signal is received from a wrist unit. For example, there
house, so that in mediate assistance can be rendered by may be different telephone numbers to be called or
these persons already on the scene. Finally, in the over announcements to be made depending on the identity of
all scheme, the auto dialer 62 of base unit 4 alerts com the user wearing a particular wrist unit. In cases where
munity emergency medical services so that paramedics wrist units 2 with significant RF transmitter range are
will be dispatched immediately.
provided, it may be desirable to code these transmis
Even though the present invention thus insures that sions for identification of the specific wrist unit 2 to
the paramedics will be notified of a cardiac arrest very 65 prevent a person's wrist unit 2 from inadvertently acti
soon after it occurs, the victim's chances of surviving vating a neighbor's base unit. In this way, a wrist unit 2
improve dramatically if he or she receives CPR rapidly. can be made to activate only a base unit 4 with which it
Even if an ambulance is called right away, in some parts is associated. Any of numerous methods known in the
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art for encoding transmissions for these purposes could
be used. When coding schemes are used, the base unit 4

troller 48 and also to a telephone line associated with
the auto dialer 62.
The base unit 4 receives RF signals from the wrist
unit 2 through its antenna/power cord 42 and RF signal
receiver 44. These RF messages are decoded by the RF
signal decoder 46, and the decoded message from these
signals is sent to the microcontroller 48. Thus, the base

will be provided with a selection circuit for selecting,

using the base unit keypad or some switching mecha

nism, the codes of wrist units 2 that the base unit 4

should respond to. There will also be provided a detec
tion circuit for identifying the codes in incoming trans
missions and comparing them to the selected codes.
When the incoming code is not one which the base unit

4 has been programmed to respond to, the base unit 4
will not process the incoming signal further; in other

10

emergency," "cardiac arrest,' "wrist error,' "clasp
reclosed,' "clasp open,” “low wrist battery," "range

unit 2.

5

on/off switch 52, siren/annunciator deactivator button

54, and external display panel 56, the base unit 4 con
tains an RF signal receiver 44, an RF signal decoder 46,
a microcontroller 48 (which receives messages from 20
various sources and sends out messages which activate
the base unit's output devices), a diagnostic module 50
(which monitors the operation of the base unit and
indicates malfunctions), two audio signal devices--a

siren 58 which can make several different sounds and an 25

annunciator 60 which broadcasts prerecorded verbal
messages-and an auto dialer 62 which is connected to
the public switched telephone network and calls pre
programmed telephone numbers to deliver pre
recorded verbal messages over the telephone line.
While in most cases the auto dialer 62 will be connected

The base unit's microcontroller 48 may have associ
ated with it or otherwise include, in a preferred embodi
ment, a system memory which stores a record of each
message that the microcontroller 48 receives and sends
out. The microcontroller 48 may also store at the same
time data from an internal clock to identify when the
records were stored. The base unit 4 will be pro
grammed to selectively transfer these records over the
public switched telephone network by means of a

30

35

50

tion and use for transmission to the user's doctor or

other authorized parties.
Finally, the base unit 4 has a back-up battery which
provides enough power to ensure normal functioning of
the base unit 4 for at least twelve hours if the base unit's

primary power source is interrupted. This back-up bat
tery is kept constantly recharged by the base unit's
primary power source.
As shown in FIG. 9, the antenna/power cord 42 is
connected to the RF signal receiver 44, which is con
nected to the RF signal decoder 46, which in turn is
connected as an input to the microcontroller 48. The
diagnostic module 50, on/off switch 52, and siren/an
nunciator deactivator button 54 are operably connected
as inputs to the microcontroller 48. The external display
panel 56, siren 58, annunciator 60, and auto dialer 62 are
operably connected as output devices of the microcon

on/off switch 52 is flipped to the "on' position, it sends
the "base on' message to the microcontroller 48 to
activate the base unit 4. When the on/off switch 52 is

flipped to the "off" position, it sends the “base off

message to the microcontroller 48 to totally deactivate

the base unit 4. When the siren/annunciator deactivator

button 54 is activated, it sends the "siren/annunciator

off' message to the microcontroller 48 to indicate that

As shown in FIG. 9, the base unit's microcontroller

modem 61 connected to the microcontroller 48. The

modem 61 can be connected to a remote computer for
data exchange therewith by means of the autodialer 62.
Preferably, such records will be transferred automati
cally on a periodic basis to a central mainframe com
puter, which can be programmed to generate any de
sired reports on patient heart function and system func

the siren/annunciator deactivator button 54 are used to
control some functions of the base unit 4. When the

the user of the system wishes to silence the siren 58 or

wires, the auto dialer 62 could also be connected to a
munications network.

on,” and "pulse okay.'
As shown in FIGS. 1 and 9, the on/off switch 52 and

the annunciator 60.

to the public switched telephone network by means of

cellular radiotelephone network or other available com

unit's microcontroller 48 can receive any of the follow
ing 12 messages from the wrist unit 2: "shock received,'

"wrist off,' "wrist on,” “manual heart attack,' 'other

words, the base unit 4 will not operate in the normal
manner to respond to a signal of a non-associated wrist

FIG. 9 shows the components of the base unit 4 in
block circuit form. Besides the antenna/power cord 42,

24

troller 48. The modem 61 is connected to the microcon

48 also receives messages from the diagnostic module
50. The diagnostic module 50 may be implemented
using discrete logic components, using an independent

microcontroller, using the microcontroller 48, or using
a combination of discrete components and the mi
crocontroller 48. The diagnostic module 50 may include
a telephone line detector 51, a low battery detector 53,
and other diagnostic circuits 56. The telephone line
detector 51 sends the "telephone error' message to the
microcontroller 48 if the telephone line to which the
base unit 4 is connected is malfunctioning. The diagnos
tic module 50's low battery detector 53 sends the "low
base battery' message to the microcontroller 48 if the
base unit's back-up battery falls below a specified per
centage of maximum charge when this battery is power
ing the base unit 4. As in the wrist unit 2, the diagnostic
module 50's additional independent internal diagnostic
circuits 55 diagnose malfunctions in other components
of the base unit 4. When these diagnostic circuits 55
detect malfunctions, the "base error' message is sent to
the microcontroller 48.
If the microcontroller 48 simultaneously receives a
message that originated in the base unit 4 and a message
from the wrist unit 2, the microcontroller 48 considers

55

any message from twrist unit 2 to be of higher priority
than a base unit message, with the exception of the
"base off and "base on' messages, which always have
the highest priority. Therefore, the microcontroller 48
prioritizes incoming messages as is shown in Table 4:
TABLE 4
priority one
priority two
priority three
priority four
priority five
priority six

65

priority seven
priority eight
priority nine

priority ten
priority eleven

"base of
"base on'
"shock received'
"wrist of
"wrist on'
"manual heart attack'

"other emergency"
"cardiac arrest'

"wrist error'

"clasp reclosed"
"clasp open"

25
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priority twelve
priority thirteen
priority fourteen
priority fifteen

"low wrist battery"

its display (or remains cleared) until it receives another
message from the microcontroller 48.

priority seventeen
priority eighteen
priority nineteen

"base error'

"sirena annunciator off

on,” “shock received,' "clasp reclosed,' "pulse okay,"
or "siren/annunciator off” message from the microcon
troller 48. The siren 58 makes a single chime if it re

TABLE 4-continued

priority sixteen

The siren 58 is silent if it receives the "base off,' "base

"range off
"range on"
"pulse okay"

ceives the "wrist off or "wrist on' message. The siren
58 produces a continuous sound (100% duty cycle) for

"telephone error"
"low base battery'

10

When the microcontroller 48 receives any message, it
activates the base unit's output devices-the external
display panel 56, siren 58, annunciator 60, and autodi

aler 62-by sending appropriate signals to these devices

based on the conditions sensed, operating in a manner
similar to that described previously for the wrist unit 2.
If it simultaneously receives more then one message, the
microcontroller 48 sends the highest priority message to
the output devices.
Usually the microcontroller 48 sends a message to the
output devices as soon as it receives the message, but
the microcontroller 48 delays sending the "manual
heart attack,' "other emergency,' "cardiac arrest,”
"wrist error,' and "clasp open' messages to the output
devices for 10 seconds after it receives these messages.
This delay helps reduce false alarms since it provides

15

25

"cardiac arrest' message and a non-continuous sound
(50% duty cycle) for 15 seconds if it receives the "other
emergency' message. The siren 58 produces a non-con
tinuous "bipping' sound (10% duty cycle) if it receives
the "wrist error,” “clasp open,” “low wrist battery,”

"out of range,” “base error," "telephone error,” or
"low base battery' message and continues to produce
this 10% duty cycle "bipping" sound until it receives
another message from the microcontroller 48. For as
long as it receives the "range on' message, the siren 58
produces a continuous sound (100% duty cycle) which
varies in pitch and volume according to the strength of
the RF "range on' message that the base unit 4 receives
from the wrist unit's RF signal transmitter 22. This
varying sound enables the wearer of the wrist unit 2 to
determine the wrist unit's range of RF transmission to

the base unit 4 and the location of any areas within this

time for the user to cancel the alarm. The microcon

troller 48 waits 1 hour after receiving the "low wrist
battery' message before sending it to the base unit's
output devices. The base unit 4 also incorporates a fail
safe system which generates an alarm if it does not
receive an RF signal from the wrist unit 2 for a defined
time period. In the preferred embodiment, if the mi
crocontroller 48 does not receive any message from the

15 seconds if it receives the "manual heart attack' or

range where RF transmission from the wrist unit 2 to
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the base unit 4 is inhibited,
The annunciator 60 and the auto dialer 62 remain

silent if they receive the “base off,” “base on," "shock

received,” “wrist off,” “wrist on,” “wrist error,” “clasp
35

wrist unit 2 for 15 consecutive seconds, it generates and
sends the "out of range' message to the output devices.

In general, this delay may be chosen to be some defined
multiple of the time period between RF signals from the
wrist unit 2 in normal operation. In the example herein,
the wrist unit 2 should send a "pulse okay" RF signal
every three seconds in normal operation, and the fail

reclosed,' "clasp open,” “low wrist battery," "range
on,” “pulse okay,' "out of range,' "base error,” “siren
/annunciator off,' "telephone error,” or "low base
battery' message from the microcontroller 48. The
annunciator 60 broadcasts a brief verbal message once
every 15 seconds which alerts people in the home of a

heart attack if it receives the "manual heart attack' or

"cardiac arrest' message. If it receives the "other emer

gency' message, the annunciator 60 broadcasts a brief
prerecorded verbal message once every 15 seconds

safe alarm is programmed to operate after RF signals which alerts people in the home to a non-cardiac emer
and their corresponding messages are absent for five 45 gency. The annunciator 60 continues to broadcast its
consecutive message periods.
verbal message until it receives another message from
The responses of the output devices of the base unit 4 the microcontroller 48. The auto dialer 62 calls a se
to each possible status message from the microcon quence of pre-programmed telephone numbers and
troller 48 will now be described in detail. The external

display panel 56 is cleared if it receives the "base off,'
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"base on,' 'shock received,” “wrist off,' "wrist on,'
"clasp reclosed,' "pulse okay,' or "siren/annunciator

off” message from the microcontroller 48. The external
display panel 56 displays "HEART ATTACK' if it

receives the "manual heart attack' or "cardiac arrest' 55

delivers the corresponding appropriate prerecorded
message when each of these calls is answered if it re
ceives the "manual heart attack' or "cardiac arrest'

message. The auto dialer 62 may call a different se
quence of numbers and deliver different messages if it
receives the "other emergency' message depending on
how the user programmed the auto dialer 62. The auto
dialer 62 continues its calling sequence until it receives
another message from the microcontroller 48.
The base unit 4 may be provided with control outputs
(not shown) such as switchable 120VAC power outlets
for activating external devices during an alarm condi

message, “OTHER EMERGENCY" if it receives the
"other emergency' message, "WRIST ERROR” if it
receives the "wrist error” message, "CLASP OPEN” if
it receives the "clasp open' message, "LOW WRIST 60
BATTERY” if it receives the "low wrist battery' mes
sage, "TESTING RANGE" if it receives the "range tion such as a cardiac arrest situation. Such control
on' message, "OUT OF RANGE' if it receives the outputs might be used to unlock or open doors, turn on
"out of range' message, "BASE ERROR' if it receives lights, or sound additional external alarms, among other
the "base error" message, “TELEPHONE ERROR" if 65 SeS.
it receives the "telephone error” message, and "LOW
The procedures followed by the microcontroller 48
BASE BATTERY' if it receives the “low base bat
of base unit 4 and the base unit's output devices are
tery' message. The external display panel 56 maintains summarized in Table 5:
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TABLE 5
ANNUNCATOR &

MESSAGE12

EXTERNAL DISPLAY PANEL

SIREN

"base of
"base on'
"shock received'
"wrist of'
"wriston'

Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared

Silent
Silent
Silent
chine
chine

WRISTERROR'
Cleared
"CLASP OPEN
'LOW WRIST BATTERY'

10% duty cycle
Silent
10% duty cycle
10% duty cycle

"manual heart attack'
"other emergency"
"cardiac arrest'
"wrist error'
"clasp reclosed"
"clasp open"
"low wrist battery"

"HEART ATTACK'
'OTHER EMERGENCY'
"HEART ATACK'

"range on"

"TESTING RANGE'

"pulse okay"
"out of range"
"base error'

Cleared
“OUT OF RANGE'
“BASE ERROR'

"siren/annunciator of

Cleared

"telephone error"
"low base battery"

TELEPHPNE ERROR'
OW BASE BATTERY

AUTODALER

100% duty cycle
50% duty cycle
100% duty cycle

Silent
Silent
Silent
Silent
Silent

Heart sequence
Other sequence
Heart sequence
Silent
Silent
Silent
Silent

100% duty cycle Silent

Silent
10% duty cycle
10% duty cycle

Silent
Silent
Silent

10% duty cycle
10% duty cycle

Silent
Silent

Silent

Silent

The microcontroller 48's messages to the base unit's output devices have the same name as the messages that the microcontroller

48 receives from various sources.

2The messages are arranged in order of decreasing priority.
The annunciator broadcasts a verbal message alerting people in the hone of a heart attack and the auto dialer calls telephone
numbers and alerts other parties of a heart attack.

The annunciator broadcasts a verbal message alerting people in the home of a non-cardiac emergency and the auto dialer calls

telephone numbers and alerts other parties of a non-cardiac emergency.
This continuous sound varies in pitch and volume according to the strength of the wrist unit's RF transmissions.

The microcontroller 48 of base unit 4 will implement

a program which performs the functions described in
Table 5 when the messages shown are received, and
which also operates according to the description con
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APPLICABILITY
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tained herein.
STATEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL

The system of the present invention will find its pri
mary application in the monitoring of people who are at
high risk of having a heart attack in their home or office
where it will automatically summon aid in case of a
cardiac arrest and will be used to manually summon aid
in other cardiac and non-cardiac emergency situations.
However, the system may also be used in hospitals,
clinics, nursing homes, and retirement communities. It
may also be used by military personnel while they are
performing exercises or are engaged in combat.
Although the description of this invention has been
given with reference to a particular embodiment, it is

45

not to be construed in a limiting sense. Many variations

and modifications of the invention will now occur to

those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit
and scope thereof, which is defined by the appended

for transmitting at least one wireless signal indic
ative of the second physiological condition of
said user;

actuated by said base unit means for automatically
delivering at least one message indicative of said
user physiological condition problem on said com
munications network for summoning emergency
assistance when said wireless signals indicative said
user physiological condition problem.
2. The system of claim 1 wherein the message deliv
ery means comprises a telephone network connection
and delivers at least one message on said connected
telephone network in response to said user physiolog
ical condition problem.
3. The system of claim 2 wherein the base unit means
includes sound producing means for automatically de
livering at least one audible message to at least one
sage delivery means through said communications net
work.

1. A system for monitoring the physiological condi
tion of a user and alerting people to a user physiological 55
condition problem, comprising:
monitor means for monitoring physiological condi
tion of the user and transmitting signals indicative
of said physiological condition, said monitor means
worn on the body of said user and portable, said 60
monitor means including:
sensing means selectively actuated by said monitor
means for sensing the physiological condition of
said user; and

communications network and associated with and

50 location remote from the base unit means via the mes

claims.
We claim:

transmitting means actuated by said monitor means

base unit means for receiving said wireless signals
from said transmitting means associated with said
monitor means and analyzing said signals to deter
mine the existence of said user physiological condi
tion problem, said base unit means physically sepa
rate from said monitor means;
message delivery means adapted for connection to a

65

4. The system of claim 1 wherein said monitor means

determines the existence of a user physiological condi
tion problem and transmits a signal specifying said user
physiological condition to the base unit means.
5. A system for monitoring the heart condition of a
user and alerting people to a user heart condition prob
lem, comprising:
monitor means for monitoring heart function of a user
and transmitting signals indicative of said heart
function, said monitor means worn on the body of
said user and portable, said monitor means com
prising sensing means actuated by said monitor
means for sensing the heart condition of said user
and transmitting means actuated by said monitor

means for transmitting at least one wireless signal
indicative of the sensed heart condition of said user;
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base unit means for receiving said wireless signal
from said transmitting means and selectively pro
viding an indication output in response to said
wireless signal, said base unit means physically
separate from said monitor means; and
message delivery means adapted for connection to a

three consecutive times.

8. The system of claim 5 wherein said monitor means
determines the existence of a user heart condition prob
lem and transmits a signal specifying said user heart
condition problem to the base unit means.
9. A system for monitoring the heart condition of a
user and alerting people to a user heart condition prob
lem, comprising:

w

13. The system of claim 10 wherein the determining

means determines that the user has a heart condition

communications network and associated with and

actuated by said base unit means for automatically
delivering at least one message indicative of said
user heart condition problem on said communica
tions network when said wireless signals indicative
said user heart condition problem.
6. The system of claim 5 wherein the message deliv
ery means comprises a telephone network connection
and delivers at least one message on said connected
telephone network in response to said user heart condi
tion problem.
7. The system of claim 6 wherein the base unit means
includes sound producing means for automatically de
livering at least one audible message to at least one
location remote from the base unit means via the mes
sage delivery means through said telephone network.

30

means to monitor the heart condition of the user at least

O

problem only if the sensing means detects that said user
is having a cardiac arrest.
14. The system of claim 13 wherein the determining
means determines that the user is having a cardiac arrest
only if the sensing means detects a user cardiac arrest
continuously for a specified time period.
15. The system of claim 14 wherein the specified time
period is the time interval required for the sensing
means to monitor the heart condition of the user at least
three consecutive times.

15

16. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means
transmits radio frequency signals indicative of all of the
heart condition information of the user provided by the
sensing means when said sensing means is monitoring
the heart condition of said user.

20

17. The system of claim 16 wherein the monitor

means transmits radio frequency signals containing in
formation on more than one monitoring attempt by the
sensing means, said radio frequency signals being trans
mitted less frequently than said sensing means monitors

25 the heart condition of the user.

18. The system of claim 17 wherein the monitor
means transmits radio frequency signals indicative of
each instantaneous heart beat rate of the user that is

detected by the sensing means.

monitor means for monitoring heart function of a user 30 19. The system of claim 16 wherein the monitor
and transmitting signals indicative of said heart means transmits radio frequency signals indicative of
function, said monitor means worn on the arm of one of a normal user heart condition and an abnormal
said user and portable and compact, said monitor user heart condition.
20. The system of claim 19 wherein the only abnor
means including sensing means actuated by said
monitor means for sensing the heart condition of 35 mal user heart condition indicated by the monitor
said user and transmitting means actuated by said means is a cardiac arrest.
21. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means
monitor means for transmitting at least one radio
frequency signal indicative of the sensed heart transmits radio frequency signals indicative of one of a
normal user heart condition and an abnormal user heart
condition of said user;
base unit means physically separate from said monitor condition.
means for receiving said radio frequency signals
22. The system of claim 21 wherein the only abnor
from said monitor means and for selectively gener mal user heart condition indicated by the monitor
ating an output indication in responses to the detec means is a cardiac arrest.
23. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means
tion of said user heart condition problem; and
message delivery means adapted for connection to a 45 transmits at least one radio frequency signal indicative
telephone network and associated with and actu of the operations of said monitor means and wherein
ated by said base unit means for automatically de said monitor means continuously transmits at least some
livering at least one message indicative of a user of the radio frequency signals indicative of at least one
heart condition problem on a telephone network of the heart condition of the user and the operations of
for summoning emergency assistance when said 50 said monitor means to increase the likelihood that said
radio frequency signals indicate said user heart radio frequency signals will be received by the base unit
e3S.
condition problems.
24. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means
10. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means
includes determining means for determining the current includes powering means for providing power to said
heart condition of the user of said monitor means from 55 monitor means, said powering means including at least
the information provided by the sensing means and one rechargeable battery.
25. The system of claim 24 wherein the base unit
wherein said determining means causes the transmitting
means to transmit at least one radio frequency signal means includes charging means for charging the power
indicative of a user heart condition problem if said de ing means.
26. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means
termining means determines any said user heart condi
includes diagnostic means for determining an opera
tion problem.
11. The system of claim 10 wherein the determining tional problem in said monitor means and wherein said
means determines that the user has a heart condition
diagnostic means causes the transmitting means to trans
problem only if the sensing means detects a user heart mit at least one radio frequency signal indicative of any
condition abnormality continuously for a specified time 65 said operational problem.
period.
27. The system of claim 9 wherein the base unit means
12. The system of claim 11 wherein the specified time includes diagnostic means for determining a problem
period is the time interval required for the sensing with the operation of said base unit means.
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28. The system of claim 27 wherein the diagnostic
means includes telephone line surveillance means for
determining an operational problem in the telephone
line to which the base unit means is connected.

29. The system of claim 9 wherein the message deliv
ery means includes sound producing means for deliver
ing at least one audible message to at least one location
remote from the base unit means through said telephone
network.

30. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means
includes attachment means for securing said monitor
means to the arm of the user and also includes attach
ment sensing means for determining the attachment
status of said attachment means with respect to said arm
of said user and signalling said attachment status to said
monitor means.
31. The system of claim 30 wherein the attachment
means surrounds a portion of the arm of the user and is
selectively separable to form two separated ends
thereby permitting attachment and removal of the mon
itor means relative to said arm and wherein the attach
ment sensing means comprises a device responsive to

10

15

20

the connection of the two ends of said attachment
e2S.

32. The system of claim 30 wherein the monitor
means has at least two operating modes, operating in a
first operating mode when the attachment sensing
means determines a secured attachment status of the
attachment means and operating in a second operating
mode when said attachment sensing means determines

an unsecured attachment status of said attachment

25

tion at the immediate location of said monitor means
when said monitor means determines that the user has a

means, and whereby said attachment sensing means
causes the notifying means to indicate said unsecured
attachment status.
41. The system of claim 39 wherein said attachment
sensing means is connected to said transmitting means
and said transmitting means further operates to signal
said attachment status to said monitor means.
42. The system of claim 34 wherein the monitor
means includes diagnostic means for determining an
operational problem in said monitor means and wherein
said diagnostic means causes the transmitting means to
transmit at least one radio frequency signal indicative of
any said operational problem and causes the notifying
means to indicate any said operational problem.
43. The system of claim 42 wherein the diagnostic
means includes charge determining means for determin
ing the charge status of any batteries powering the
monitoring means.
44. The system of claim 9 wherein the base unit means
includes indicating means for providing an indication in
a proximate surrounding area of said base unit means
when the radio frequency signals transmitted by the
monitor means are one of unreceived by said base unit
means, and received by said base unit means and indica
tive of a specified heart condition of the user.
45. The system of claim 44 wherein the indicating
means includes sound producing means to broadcast at

30

28S.

33. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means
has at least two operating modes whereby said monitor
means performs all of its operations in a first operating
mode and suspends some of its operations in a second
operating mode.
34. The system of claim 29 wherein the monitor
means includes notifying means for providing an indica
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an unsecured attachment status of said attachment
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specified heart condition problem and said monitor
means is operating in a particular predetermined operat
ing status.
35. The system of claim 34 wherein the notifying 45
means includes sound producing means to broadcast at
least one audible sound.
36. The system of claim 34 wherein the notifying
means includes visual display means to display at least
50
one visible message.
37. The system of claim 34 wherein the notifying
means includes sound producing means to broadcast at
least one audible sound visual display means to display
at least one visible message.
38. The system of claim 37 wherein the visual display 55
means can display the time of day.
39. The system of claim 34 wherein the monitor
means includes attachment means for securing said
monitor means to the arm of the user and also includes
attachment sensing means for determining the attach
ment status of said attachment means with respect to
said arm of said user.
40. The system of claim 39 wherein the monitor
means has at least two operating modes, operating in a
first operating mode when the attachment sensing 65
means determines a secured attachment status of the
attachment means and operating in a second operating
mode when said attachment sensing means determines

least one audible sound.

46. The system of claim 44 wherein the indicating
means includes visual display means to display at least
one visible message.
47. The system of claim 44 wherein the indicating
means includes sound producing means to broadcast at
least one audible sound and visual display means to
display at least one visible message.
48. The system of claim 47 wherein the sound pro
ducing means broadcasts verbal messages.
49. The system of claim 48 wherein the base unit
means includes repository means for storing digital data
representative of at least one verbal message and con
verting means for converting said digital data to an
analog form suitable for verbal broadcast.
50. The system of claim 47 wherein the base unit
means includes programming means for enabling the
user to direct at least one of the sound producing means
and the visual display means to make user-selected cus
tomized outputs.
51. The system of claim 44 wherein the base unit
means includes programming means for enabling the
user to direct the indicating means to make user

selected customized indications.

52. The system of claim 44 wherein the monitor
means has a plurality of operating modes and wherein

one of said operating modes is a range determining
mode whereby said monitor means transmits radio fre
quency signals which cause the indicating means to
indicate how well the base unit means is receiving said
radio frequency signals when said monitor means is at

various locations away from said base unit means.
53. The system of claim 52 wherein the monitor
means includes activation means manually operable by
the user of said monitor means for at least one of activat
ing and deactivating the range determining mode.
54. The system of claim 53 wherein the transmitting
means transmits radio frequency signals continuously

while the monitor means is in the range determining
mode.
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65. The system of claim 58 wherein the base unit
means includes programming means for enabling the
user to direct the indicating means to make user

55. The system of claim 52 wherein the indicating
means includes sound producing means to broadcast
sounds which indicate how well the base unit means is
receiving the radio frequency signals of the monitor
means when said monitor means is in the range deter
mining mode.

selected customized indications.

56. The system of claim 55 wherein the base unit
means varies the output of the sound producing means

according to the strength of the radio frequency signals

that said base unit means receives from the monitor 10
e2S.

57. The system of claim 44 wherein the base unit
means includes diagnostic means for determining a
problem with the operation of said base unit means and
wherein said diagnostic means causes the indicating
means to indicate any said problem.
58. The system of claim 29 wherein the monitor
means includes notifying means for providing an indica

66. The system of claim 58 wherein the monitor
means has a plurality of operating modes and wherein
one of said operating modes is a range determining
mode whereby said monitor means transmits radio fre
quency signals which cause the indicating means associ
ated with the base unit means to indicate how well said
base unit means is receiving said radio frequency signals
when said monitor means is at various locations away
from said base unit means.

15

67. The system of claim 66 wherein the indicating
means includes sound producing means to broadcast
sounds which indicate how well the base unit means is
receiving the radio frequency signals of the monitor
means when said monitor means is in the range deter

tion at the immediate location of said monitor means
mining mode.
when said monitor means determines that the user of 20 68. The system

of claim 67 wherein the base unit
means varies the output of the sound producing means
according to the strength of the radio frequency signals

said monitor means has a specified heart condition prob
lem and the base unit means includes indicating means
for providing an indication in a proximate surrounding
area of said base unit means when the radio frequency

that said base unit means receives from the monitor
eaS.

signals transmitted by said monitor means are one of
unreceived by said base unit means and received by said

base unit means and user.

59. The system of claim 58 wherein said system selec
tively issues warnings in at least three zone: at the im
mediate location of the monitor means via the notifying
means, in a proximate surrounding area of the base unit

30

means via the indicator means, and at a location remote

from the larger surrounding area of said base unit means
via the message delivery means.
35
60. The system of claim 59 wherein both the notifying .
means and the indicating means include sound produc
ing means to broadcast at least one audible sound.
61. The system of claim 60 wherein the message de
livery means, the notifying means, and the indicating
means immediately summon assistance when the moni
tor means determines that the user of said monitor
means has a specified heart condition problem and
wherein the sound producing means associated with
said indicating means later broadcasts sounds intermit 45
tently to allow rescuers to home in one the sound broad
cast by the sound producing means associated with said
notifying means.
62. The system of claim 61 wherein the sound pro
ducing means associated with the indicating means 50
broadcasts verbal messages.
63. The system of claim 59 wherein the base unit
means includes information giving means for providing
emergency instructions and information to a caregiver
in the event of a downturn in the physiological condi 55
tion of the user of the monitor means.

64. The system of claim 58 wherein both the monitor
means and the base unit means have diagnostic means
for determining an operational problem in said system,
whereby the diagnostic means associated with said

monitor means causes the transmitting means to trans
mit at least one radio frequency signal indicative of an
operational problem in said monitor means and causes
the notifying means to indicate any said operational
problem and whereby the diagnostic means associated 65
with said base unit means causes the indicating means to
indicate a problem with the operation of said base unit
CaS.

69. The system of claim 58 wherein the monitor
means prioritizes any detected operational condition
and user heart condition and wherein the notifying
means and the indicating means indicate only the most
important said condition according to a predetermined
priority whenever said monitor means determines that

more than one said condition exists and should be indi

cated by said systems.
70. The system of claim 58 wherein the notifying

means and the indicating means provide in indication
that the message delivery means is about to deliver its

message a short time before said message delivery
means actually begins to deliver its message, thereby
allowing a user to deactivate said message delivery
eaS.

71. The system of claim 59 wherein the monitor
means includes activation means manually operable by
the user of said monitor means for causing the transmit
ting means to transmit at least one radio frequency sig
nal indicative of a user desire to deactivate the message
delivery means, said radio frequency signal causing the
base unit means to deactivate said message delivery
means.

72. The system of claim 58 wherein the monitor
means includes activation means manually operable by
the user of said monitor means for causing the transmit
ting means to transmit at least one predetermined radio
frequency signal indicative of a user diagnosed heart
condition problem and causing the notifying means to
indicate any said heart condition problem, said radio
frequency signal causing the indicating means associ
ated with the base unit means to indicate said problem.
73. The system of claim 9 wherein the base unit means
includes control means for at least one of activating and
deactivating other household devices to which said base
unit means is connected.

74. The system of claim 73 wherein the monitor

means includes activation means manually operable by
the user of said monitor means for causing the transmit
ting means to transmit at least one radio frequency sig

nal indicative of a user desire to at least one of activate
and deactivate other household devices to which the

base unit means is connected, said radio frequency sig
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nal causing said base unit means to at least one of acti

ing and deactivating at least parts of said system.
90. The system of claim 89 wherein the monitor
means has at least two operating modes and wherein the

vate and deactivate said other household devices.

75. The system of claim 9 wherein the base unit means

can interpret and process radio frequency signals from a
plurality of monitor means.
76. The system of claim 75 wherein each of a plurality
of monitor means transmits individually coded radio
frequency signals, thereby enabling a base unit means to
identify and distinguish each said monitor means when
said base unit means receives radio frequency signals
from a plurality of said monitor means.
77. The system of claim 76 wherein a base unit means
can make different specialized outputs for each of a
plurality of monitor means which sends said base unit
means radio frequency signals.

activation means enables the user to switch said monitor

means between at least the first and second operating

O

mode.
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78. The system of claim 9 wherein the monitor means

ing means causes the transmitting means to transmit at
least one radio frequency signal indicative of the detec
tion of said defibrillatory electrical shock.
79. The system of claim 78 wherein the defibrillatory
sensing means includes at least one stainless steel elec
trode.

80. The system of claim 29 wherein the base unit
means includes information giving means for providing
emergency instructions and information to a caregiver
in the event of a downturn in the physiological condi
tion of the user of the monitor means.

81. The system of claim 80 wherein the information
giving means is removable from the base unit means and
is portable so that said information giving means can
provide emergency instructions and information to a
caregiver at a location remote from said base unit

20
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eaS

82. The system of clain 81 wherein the information
giving means includes powering means for providing
power to said information giving means, said powering
means comprising at least one rechargeable battery.
83. The system of claim 82 wherein the base unit
means includes charging means for charging the power
ing means.
84. The system of claim 80 wherein the information
giving means includes sound producing means for selec
tively broadcasting a reproduction of at least one prede
termined audible message.
85. The system of claim 84 wherein the information
giving means includes activation means manually oper
able by a caregiver for at least one of activating and

45
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96. The system of claim 89 wherein the monitor
means has a plurality of operating modes and wherein
said monitor means operates in a different said operating
mode depending on the number of times that the activa
tion means are actuated by the user.
97. The system of claim 89 wherein the activation
means includes plurality of user-actuated switching
means and wherein each said switching means activates
a different operation in the monitor means.
98. The system of claim 97 wherein the monitor
means includes prioritizing means for enabling said
monitor means to make a preferred response when a
plurality of the switching means are pressed during a
defined time interval.

55

99. The system of claim 89 wherein the monitor
means includes cover means for protecting at least part
of the activation means from at least one of damage and
accidental actuation.

struction in a series.

87. The system of claim 84 wherein the information
giving means broadcasts verbal instructions on how to
perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
88. The system of claim 84 wherein the information
giving means includes repository means for storing
digital data representative of at least one verbal message
and converting means for converting said digital data to
an analog form suitable for verbal broadcast.
89. The system of claim 74 wherein the monitor
means includes activation means manually operable by

92. The system of claim 89 wherein the activation
means causes the transmitting means to transmit at least
one predetermined radio frequency signal indicative of
at least one of a user-diagnosed heart condition prob
lem, a user-diagnosed non-heart condition emergency
situation, and a user desire to suspend at least some
operations of the base unit means.
93. The system of claim 92 wherein the message de
livery means can deliver at least one message indicating
a problem other than a user heart condition problem
that was automatically detected by the monitor means,
said message varying depending on the particular radio
frequency signal received by the base unit means.
94. The system of claim 92 wherein the base unit
means will immediately suspend at least part of its oper
ations if said base unit means receives a radio frequency
signal from the monitor means indicative of a user de
sire to suspend the operations of said base unit means.
95. The system of claim 92 wherein the monitor
means includes notifying means to indicate a user-diag
nosed problem at the immediate location of said moni
tor means and wherein the base unit means includes
indicating means to indicate said user-diagnosed prob
lem in a proximate surrounding area of said base unit
e2S,

deactivating the information giving means.

86. The system of claim 85 wherein the activation
means includes repeating means for causing the infor
mation giving means to repeat at least a portion of its
audible message and ready means for causing said infor
mation giving means to broadcast the next audible in

modes, whereby said monitor means performs all of its
operations when in said first operating mode and sus
pends some of its operations when in said second oper
ating mode.
91. The system of claim 90 wherein the sensing means
suspends its monitoring of the heart condition of the

user when the monitor means is in the second operating

includes defibrillatory sensing means for detecting a
defibrillatory electrical shock that the user of said moni
tor means receives and wherein said defibrillatory sens

36

the user of said monitor means for at least one of activat

100. The system of claim 99 wherein the cover means
includes a hinged door which can be opened and closed
by the user of the monitor means.
101. The system of claim 9 wherein the base unit
means includes modem means for sending electronic
data indicative of the operation of said system to at least
one location remote from said base unit means via the
65

message delivery means through said telephone net

work.

102. The system of claim 101 wherein the base unit

means includes information storage means for storing
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information about the operation of said system and for

converting said information to electronic data suitable
for transfer via the modem means.

103. The system of claim 102 wherein the modem

means sends electronic data specifying at least one of 5
the frequency of use of said system, each specific radio
frequency signal of the monitor means that was re
ceived by the base unit means, and the operating status
of said system.
104. The system of claim 103 wherein the electronic
data specifies when each electronic data record was
originally recorded and stored by the base unit means.
105. The system of claim 103 wherein the electronic
data specifies each heart condition measurement of the
user that was recorded by said system.

O

15

106. The system of claim 101 wherein the modem
means sends electronic data to a processing means and

107. The system of claim 101 wherein the base unit

20

means includes programming means for enabling a user

to direct the modem means to send electronic data to at

least one user-selected location at at least one user

selected time.

108. The system of claim 9 wherein the base unit

25

means includes programming means for enabling the
user to direct said base unit means to make user-selected

customized outputs.

109. The system of claim 108 wherein the program
ming means can direct the message delivery means to
deliver a user-selected sequence of messages to speci

least one user-selected customized verbal message.
111. The system of claim 110 wherein the base unit
means includes repository means for storing digital data
representative of at least one verbal message and con
verting means for converting said digital data to an

35

112. The system of claim 108 wherein the base unit

means modem means for sending electronic data indica

tive of the operation of said system to at least one user
113. The system of claim 108 wherein the program
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ming means includes input means for enabling the user

to enter in desired messages and information and in
cludes instruction means for providing instructions to
help said user enter in the desired messages and informa
tion.
114. The system of claim 113 wherein the input means
includes keypad means for entering in numbers and
alphabetical characters and microphone means for re
cording verbal messages and wherein the instruction

means includes display means for providing visual in
structional messages and sound producing means for
providing verbal instructions.
115. The system of claim 9 wherein the sensing means
includes infrared emitting means and infrared detecting

means is at various positions on the arm of said user.
120. The system of claim 119 wherein only one infra
red light emitter is energized during each attempt by the
sensing means to monitor the blood flow status of the
user and wherein a plurality of infrared light emitters
are energized if the monitor means cannot detect the
blood flow of said user within a short time after said

analog form suitable for verbal broadcast.

selected location remote from the base unit means.

output indication signal of said base unit means for
automatically delivering at least one message indic
ative of a user heart condition problem on said
telephone network for summoning emergency as
sistance when said radio frequency signals indicate
said user blood flow status problem.
118. The system of claim 117 wherein the sensing
means monitors the capillary blood flow of the user.
119. The system of claim 117 wherein the sensing
means includes a plurality of infrared light emitters and
a plurality of infrared light detectors to enable the moni
tor means to accurately determine the blood flow status

of the user of said monitor means when said monitor

fied locations remote from the base unit means.

110. The system of claim 108 wherein the base unit
means includes sound producing means to broadcast at

rate from said monitor means; and
message delivery means connectable to a telephone

network and associated with and actuated by said

wherein said processing means compiles and processes
all of said electronic data.
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portable monitor means worn on the arm of the user
for monitoring heart conditions of the user and
comprising sensing means actuated by said monitor
means for sensing the blood flow status of said user,
said sensing means comprising an infrared emitter
and an infrared detector, and transmitting means
actuated by said monitor means for transmitting at
least one radio frequency signal indicative of the
sensed blood flow status of said user;
base unit means for receiving said radio frequency
signals from said monitor means and selectively
generating an output indication signal when said
radio frequency signals indicate a user heart condi
tion problem, said base unit means physically sepa

SO
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monitor means expected to detect said blood flow.
121. The system of claim 117 wherein the monitor
means includes control means for minimizing the power
requirements of the sensing means when said sensing
means is sensing the blood flow status of the user.
122. The system of claim 121 wherein the control
means activates the sensing means intermittently.
123. The system of claim 121 wherein the sensing
means includes a plurality of infrared light emitters and
wherein the control means energizes only one said in
frared light emitter to monitor the blood flow status of
the user during normal blood flow detection.
124. The system of claim 121 wherein the control
means causes the infrared emitter to emit infrared light
in a partial duty cycle when energized.
125. The system of claim 121 wherein the monitor
means includes light transporting means for transport
ing the infrared light emitted by a single infrared light
emitter to a plurality of locations on the skin of the user.
126. The system of claim 125 wherein the light trans
porting means includes at least one optical fiber.
127. The system of claim 117 wherein the monitor

means includes determining means for determining the
e2S.
blood flow status of the user of said monitor means from
116. The system of claim 115 wherein the infrared the information provided by the sensing means and
emitting means and the infrared detecting means moni wherein said determining means causes the transmitting
tor the capillary blood flow of the user.
means to transmit at least one radio frequency signal
117. A system for monitoring the blood flow status of 65 indicative of a user cardiac arrest if said determining
a user and alerting people to a user heart condition means determines any said cardiac arrest.
problem when the blood flow status of said user indi
128. The system of claim 117 wherein the sensing
cates such as problem, comprising:
means determines that the user has a cardiac arrest only
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if said sensing means fails to detect any user blood flow
during a specified time period.
129. The system of claim 128 wherein the specified
time period is the time interval required for the sensing

means to sense the blood flow status of the user at least 5
three consecutive times.

130. The system of claim 117 wherein the monitor

means transmits radio frequency signals indicative of all
of the blood flow status information of the user pro
vided by the sensing means when said sensing means is
sensing the blood flow status of said user.
131. The system of claim 130 wherein the monitor
means transmits radio frequency signals containing in
formation on more than one sensing attempt by the
sensing means, said radio frequency signals being trans
mitted less frequently than said sensing means senses the

15

one of a normal user heart condition and a cardiac ar

25

one of a normal user heart condition and a cardiac ar

135. A system for monitoring blood flow status of a 30
user and alerting people to a user heart condition prob
len when the blood flow status of said user indicates
such a problem, comprising:
monitor means for monitoring the blood flow status
of the user and transmitting signals indicative of 35
said blood flow status, said monitor means worn on

means via the message delivery means.

137. The system of claim 136 wherein both the notify

ing means and the indicating means include sound pro
ducing means to broadcast at least one audible around.
138. The system of claim 137 wherein the message
delivery means, the notifying means, and the indicating
means immediately summon assistance when the moni

tor means determines that the user of said monitor

each instantaneous blood flow measurement of the user 20
that is detected by the sensing means.
133. The system of claim 130 wherein the monitor
means transmits radio frequency signals indicative of

rest.

ing means, in said proximate surrounding area of the

tion remote from said base unit means and said monitor

10

132. The system of claim 130 wherein the monitor
means transmits radio frequency signals indicative of

134. The systern of claim 117 wherein the monitor
means transmits radio frequency signals indicative of

immediate location of the monitor means via the notify

base unit means via the indicating means, and at a loca

blood flow status of the user.

rest.
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for summoning emergency assistance when said
radio frequency signals indicate said user blood
flow status problem.
136. The system of claim 135 wherein said system
selectively issues warnings in at least three zones: at the

means has a specified blood flow status problem and
wherein the sound producing means associated with
said indicating means later broadcasts sounds internit
tently to allow rescuers to home in one the sound broad
cast by the sound producing means associated with said
notifying means.
139. The system of claim 138 wherein the sound pro
ducing means associated with the indicating means
broadcasts verbal messages.
140. The system of claim 139 wherein the base unit
means includes repository means for storing digital data
representative of at least one verbal message and con
verting means for converting said digital data to an
analog form suitable for verbal broadcast.
141. The system of claim 137 wherein both the notify
ing means and the indicating means include visual dis
play means to display at least one visible message.
142. The system of claim 135 wherein the monitor
means includes attachment means for securing said
monitor means to the arm of the user and also includes
attachment sensing means for determining the attach
ment status of said attachment means with respect to

the arm of said user and portable, said monitor
means comprising: sensing means actuated by said
monitor means for sensing the blood flow status of
said user, said sensing means comprising an infra 40 said arm of said user.
143. The system of claim 142 wherein the monitor
red emitter and an infrared detector; notifying
means selectively actuated by said monitor means means has at least two operating modes, operating in a
for providing an indication at the immediate loca first operating mode when the attachment sensing
tion of said monitor means when said monitor
means determines a secured attachment status of the
means determines that the user has a specified 45 attachment means and operating in a second operating
blood flow status problem; and transmitting means mode when said attachment sensing means determines
selectively actuated by said monitor means for an unsecured attachment status of said attachment
transmitting at least one radio frequency signal means, and whereby said attachment sensing means
indicative of the sensed blood flow status of said
causes the notifying means to indicate said unsecured
SO attachment status and causes the transmitting means to
user;
base unit means for receiving said radio frequency transmit at least one radio frequency signal indicative of
signals from said monitor means and selectively said unsecured attachment status, said radio frequency
generating an output indication signal in responses signal causing the indicating means to indicate said
to said radio frequency signals, said base unit means unsecured attachment status.
55
physically separate from said monitor means;
144. The system of claim 142 wherein said attachment
indicating means associated with and actuated by said sensing means is connected to said transmitting means
output indication signal of said base unit means for and said transmitting means further operates to signal
providing an indication in a proximate surrounding said attachment status to said monitor means.
area of said base unit means when said radio fre
145. The system of claim 135 wherein both the moni
quency signals transmitted by said monitor means 60 tor means and the base unit means have diagnostic
are one of unreceived by said base unit means and means for determining an operational problem in said
received by said base unit means and indicative of system, whereby the diagnostic means associated with
a specified blood flow status of said user; and
said monitor means causes the transmitting means to
message delivery means adapted for connection to a transmit at least one radio frequency signal indicative of
telephone network and associated with and actu 65 an operational problem in said monitor means and
ated by said base unit means for automatically de causes the notifying means to indicate any said opera
livering at least one message indicative of a user tional problem and whereby the diagnostic means asso
heart condition problem on said telephone network ciated with said base unit means causes the indicating
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157. The system of claim 135 wherein the monitor
means has a plurality of operating modes and wherein
one of said operating modes is a range determining
mode whereby said monitor means transmits radio fre

means to indicate a problem with the operation of said
base unit means.
146. The system of claim 145 wherein the diagnostic
means associated with the base unit means includes
telephone line surveillance means for determining and
operational problem in the telephone line to which said
base unit means is connected.

147. The system of claim 145 wherein the diagnostic

means associated with the monitor means includes

charge determining means for determining the charge
status of any batteries powering said monitor means.
148. The system of claim 135 wherein the monitor
means prioritizes any detected operational condition
and user blood flow status condition and wherein the
notifying means and the indicating means indicate only
the most important said condition according to a prede
termined priority whenever said monitor means deter

O

15

mines that more than one said conditions exists and

should be indicated by said system.
149. The system of claim 135 wherein the monitor

20

150. The system of claim 149 wherein the monitor
means has at least two operating modes and wherein the

25

means includes activation means manually operable by
the user of said monitor means for at least one of activat
ing and deactivating at least parts of said system.

activation means enables the user to switch said monitor

means between at least the first and second operating
modes, whereby said monitor means performs all of its
operations when in said first operating mode and sus
pends some of its operations when in said second oper
ating mode.
151. The systme of claim 150 wherein the sensing
means suspends its monitoring of the blood flow su

that said base unit means receives from the monitor

162. The system of claim 135 wherein the base unit

means includes control means for at least one of activat

30

ing and deactivating other household devices to which
said base unit means is connected.

163. The system of claim 162 wherein the monitor

35
second operating node.
152. The system of claim 149 wherein the activation
means causes the transmitting means to transmit at least
one predetermined radio frequency signal indicative of
at least one of a user-diagnosed heart condition prob
lem, a user-diagnosed non-heart condition emergency 40
situation, and a user desire to suspend at least some
operations of the base unit means.
153. The system of claim 152 wherein each of the
notifying means and the indicating means can indicate a
user-diagnosed problem and wherein the message deliv 45
ery means can deliver at least one message indicating a
problem other than a user heart condition problem that
was automatically detected by the monitor means, said
message varying depending on the particular radio fre
50
quency signal received by the base unit means.
154. The system of claim 52 wherein the base unit
means will immediately suspended at least part of its
55

seats

155. The system of claim 154 wherein the notifying
means and the indicating means provide an indication
that the message delivery means is about to deliver its
message a short time before said message delivery
means actually begins to deliver its message, thereby
allowing a user to deactivate said message delivery
means by utilizing the activation means.
156. The system of claim 135 wherein the message
delivery means includes sound producing means for
delivering at least one audible message to at least one
location remote from the surrounding area of the base
unit means through said telephone network.

means includes activation means manually operable by
the user of said monitor means for at least one of activat
ing and deactivating the range determining mode.
159. The system of claim 158 wherein the transmit
ting means transmits radio frequency signals continu
ously while the monitor means is in the range determin
ing mode.
160. The system of claim 157 wherein the indicating
means includes sound producing means to broadcast
sounds which indicate how well the base unit means is
receiving the radio frequency signals of the monitor
means when said monitor means is in the range deter
mining mode.
161. The system of claim 160 wherein the base unit
means varies the output of the sound producing means
according to the strength of the radio frequency signals
e3S

status of the user when the mointor means is in the

operations if said base unit means receives a radio fre
quency signal from the monitor means indicative of a
user desire to suspended the operations of said base unit

quency signals which cause the indicating means to
indicate how well the base unit means is receiving said
radio frequency signals when said monitor means is at
various locations away from said base unit means.
158. The system of claim 157 wherein the monitor

means includes activation means manually operable by
the user of said monitor means for causing the transmit
ting means to transmit at least one radio frequency sig

nal indicative of a user desire to at least one of activate
and deactivate other household devices to which the

base unit means is connected, said radio frequency sig
nal causing said base unit means to at least one of acti
vate and deactivate said other household devices.
164. The system of claim 135 wherein the base unit
means can interpret and process radio frequency signals
from a plurality of monitor means.
165. The system of claim 164 wherein each of a plu
rality of monitor means transmits individually coded
radio frequency signals, thereby enabling a base unit
means to identify and distinguish each said monitor

means when said base unit means receives radio fre

quency signals from a plurality of said monitor means.
166. The system of claim 165 wherein a base unit
means can make different specialized outputs for each
of a plurality of monitor means which sends said base
unit means radio frequency signals.
167. The system of claim 135 wherein the monitor
means includes defibrillatory sensing means for detect
ing a defibrillatory electrical shock that the user of said
monitor means receives and wherein said defibrillatory
sensing means causes the transmitting means to transmit
at least one radio frequency signal indicative of the
detection of said defibrillatory electrical shock.
168. The system of claim 167 wherein the defibrilla
tory sensing means includes at least one stainless steel
electrode.
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169. The system of claim 135 wherein the base unit
means includes information giving means for providing
emergency instructions and information to a caregiver
in the event of a downturn in the physiological condi
tion of the user of the monitor means.
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170. The system of claim 169 wherein the information
giving means is removable from the base unit means and
is portable so that said information giving means can
provide emergency instructions and information to a
caregiver at a location remote from said base unit
eaS.

171. The system of claim 170 wherein the information
giving means includes powering means for providing
power to said information giving means, said powering
means comprising at least one rechargeable battery.

means includes modem means for sending electronic
data indicative of the operation of said system to at least
10

172. The system of claim 171 wherein the base unit

means includes charging means for charging the power
ing means.
173. The system of claim 169 wherein the information
giving means includes sound producing means for selec
tively broadcasting a reproduction of at least one prede
termined audible message.
174. The system of claim 173 wherein the information
giving means includes activation means manually oper
able by a caregiver for at least one of activating and
deactivating the information giving means.
175. The system of claim 174 wherein the activation
means includes repeating means for causing the infor
mation giving means to repeat at least a portion of its
audible message and ready means for causing said infor
mation giving means to broadcast the next audible in

15

20

25

struction in a series.

176. The system of claim 173 wherein the information
giving means broadcasts verbal instructions on how to
perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
177. The system of claim 173 wherein the information
giving means includes repository means for storing
digital data representative of at least one verbal message
and converting means for converting said digital data to
an analog form suitable for verbal broadcast.

30
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178. The system of claim 135 wherein the base unit

means includes modem means for sensing electronic
data indicative of the operation of said system to at least

one location remote from said base unit means via the

message delivery means.
179. The system of claim 178 wherein the base unit

means includes information storage means for storing
information about the operation of said system and for
converting said information to electronic data suitable 45
for transfer via the modem means.
180. The system of claim 179 wherein the modem
means sends electronic data specifying at least one of
the frequency of use of said system, each specific radio
frequency signal of the monitor means that was re 50
ceived by the base unit means, and the operating status
of said system.

181. The system of claim 180 wherein the electronic
data specifies when each electronic data record was
originally recorded and stored by the base unit means.
182. The system of claim 180 wherein the electronic
data specifies each actual instantaneous blood flow mea
surement of the user that was recorded by said system.
183. The system of claim 178 wherein the modem
means sends electronic data to a processing means and
wherein said processing means compiles and processes
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all of said electronic data.

184. The system of claim 135 wherein the base unit
means includes programming means for enabling the
user to direct said base unit means to make user-selected
customized outputs.
185. The system of claim 184 wherein the program
ming means can direct the message delivery means to

44

deliver a user-selected sequence of messages to speci
fied locations remote from the base unit means.
186. The system of claim 184 wherein the base unit
means includes sound producing means to broadcast at
least one user-selected customized verbal message.
187. The system of claim 184 wherein the base unit
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one user-selected location remote from said base unit

means at at least one user-selected time via the message
delivery means.

188. The system of claim 184 wherein the program
ming means includes input means for enabling the user
to enter in desired messages and information and in
cludes instruction means for providing instructions to
help said user enter in the desired messages and informa
tion.
189. The system of claim 188 wherein the input means
includes keypad means for entering in numbers and
alphabetical characters and microphone means for re
cording verbal messages and wherein the instruction
means includes display means for providing visual in
structional messages and sound producing means for
providing verbal instructions.
190. The system of claim 135 wherein the monitor
means includes powering means for providing power to
said monitor means, said powering means including at
least one rechargeable battery.
191. The system of claim 190 wherein the base unit

means includes charging means for charging the power
ing means.
192. A system for monitoring the heart condition of a
user and alerting people to a user heart condition prob
lem, comprising:

portable monitor means for monitoring the heart
function of said user and transmitting signals indic
ative of said heart condition, said monitor means
comprising: control means for controlling the oper
ation of the monitor means and determining the
existence of any heart condition problem; sensing
means connected to and actuated by said control

means for sensing the heart condition of said user;
diagnostic means connected to said control means
for detecting and signalling an operational problem
in said monitor means; attachment means for secur

ing said monitor means to the arm of said user;
attachment sensing means connected to said attach
ment means and to said control means for deter
mining and signalling the attachment status of said
attachment means with respect to the arm of said
user; transmitting means connected to and actuated
by said control means for transmitting radio fre
quency signals indicative of at least one of the
sensed heart condition of said user and the operat
ing status of said monitor means; activation means
connected to said control means and manually
operable by said user for at least one of activating
a specified operating status of said monitor means
and causing said transmitting means to transmit a
predetermined radio frequency signal; and notify
ing means associated with and actuated by said
monitor means for providing an indication at the

immediate location of said monitor means when
said monitor means determines that said user has a

specified heart condition problem said notifying
means providing in response at least one of a visual

and audible indication;
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base unit means for receiving said radio frequency
signals from said monitor means analyzing said
signals, and selectively producing an output signal

upon determination of said user heart condition

problem, said base unit means being physically 5
separate from said monitor means and comprising:
diagnostic means for determining a problem with

the operation of said base unit means; indicating
means actuated by said output signal of said base

unit means for providing an indication in a sur- 10

rounding area of said base unit means when said
radio frequency signals transmitted by said monitor
means are one of unreceived by said base unit
means, and received by said base unit means and
indicative of a specified heart condition problem of 15
said user, said indicating means providing in re
sponse at least one of a visual and an audible indica
tion information giving means for providing emer
gency instructions and information to a caregiver
in the event of a downturn in the physiological 20
condition of said user, said information giving
means providing verbal instructions on perfor
mance of cardiac resuscitation; programming
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monitor means and causing said transmitting
means to transmit a predetermined radio fre
quency signal; and
notifying means associated with and selectively
actuated by said control means for providing an
indication at the immediate location of said non
itor means when said monitor means determines

that said user has a specified blood flow status
and said monitor means operates in a specified

operating status, said notifying means including
at least one of an audible and a visual signal
producing device;

base unit means for receiving and said radio fre
quency signals from said monitor means and ana
lyzing said signals;
diagnostic means associated with said base unit means
for determining and signalling a problem with the
operation of said base unit means;
indicating means associated with and actuated by said
base unit means for providing an indication in a
proximate surrounding area of said base unit means
when said radio frequency signals transmitted by

sage delivery means associated with and actuated

said monitor means are one of unreceived by said
base unit means, and received by said base unit
means and indicative of a specified blood flow
e of a sp
s
status of said user, said indicating means including

verbal message indicating a user heart condition
problem and summoning emergency assistance
when said radio frequency signals indicate said user

and information to a caregiver in the event of a
downturn. in the physiological condition of said
user, said information giving means providing ver

means associated with said base unit means for

enabling said user to direct said base unit means to 25

make user-selected customized outputs; and mes-

by said base unit means for automatically delivert east Oe of an audible and a . Hist
ing at least one message on a telephone network,
information glying means associated with said base
said message being at least one of a prerecorded 30
unit means for providing emergency instructions
heart condition problem, and electronic data indicating the operation of said system.
35
193. A system for monitoring the blood flow status of
a user and alerting people to a user heart condition
problem when the blood flow status of said user indicates such as problem, comprising:

bal instructions on performance of cardiac resusci
tation;
programming means associated with said base unit
means for enabling said user to direct said base unit
means to make user-selected customized outputs;
and

portable monitor means for monitoring blood flow 40 message delivery means associated with and actuated
and transmitting indications of sensed conditions
and worn on a limb of said user said monitoring

by said base unit means for automatically deliver
ing at least one message an a telephone network,

means comprising:
said messgae being at least one of a prerecorded
control means for controlling monitoring and
verbal message indicating a user heart condition
transmitting functions of said monitor means; 45
problem and summoning emergency assistance
when said radio frequency signals indicate said user
sensing means connected to and actuated by said
blood flow status problem, and electronic data
control means for sensing the blood flow status
indicating the operation of said system.
of said user and determining any user blood flow
194. A system for monitoring the blood flow status of
status problem, said sensing means and compris
ing an infrared emitter and an infrared detector; 50 a user and alerting people to a user heart condition
diagnostic means connected to said control means problem when the blood flow status of said user indi
for detecting and signalling an operational prob cates such as problem, comprising:
portable monitor means for monitoring blood flow
lem in said monitor means;
status of the user and transmitting data signals in
attachment means for securing said monitor means
to the limb of said user;
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attachment sensing means connected to said attachment means and said control means for determining and signalling the attachment status of said
attachment means with respect to the limb of
said user;
60
transmitting means connected to and actuated by
said control means for transmitting radio frequency signals indicative of the sensed blood
flow status of said user and the operating status
of said monitor means;
6S
activation means connected to said control means
manually operable by said user for at least one of

activating a specified operating status of said

dicative of said blow flow status, said monitor

means worn on the arm of said user and compris
control means for controlling monitoring and
transmitting functions of said monitor means;
sensing means associated with and actuated by said
control means for sensing the blood flow status
of said user, said sensing means comprising an
ing:

infrared emitter and an infrared detector;
diagnostic means connected to said control means
for determining and signalling an operational
problem in said monitor means;
attachment menas for securing said monitor means
to the arm of said user;
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attachment sensing means associated with said at

tachment means and connected to said attach
ment means and to said control means for deter

mining the attachment status of said attachment
means with respect to the arm of said user;
transmitting means associated with and actuated by
said control means for transmitting radio fre
quency signals indicative of the blood flow status
of said user and the operating status of said moni

tor means;
manual activation means connected to said control O

means and manually operable by said user for
activating a specified operating status of said
monitor means and causing said transmitting
means to transmit a predetermined radio fre
quency signal; and
notifying means associated with and selectively
actuated by said control means for providing an

indication at the immediate location of said non
ior means when said monitor means determines

messages in said message set and operable to enter
a non-retrieval mode after certain of said messages
are broadcast in which mode subsequent messages
are not retrieved and broadcast; and
ready signal input means manually operable by said
caregiver for selectively operating said processing
means to end said non-retrieval mode when broad
cast of a subsequent message in said message set is
desired to thereby cause said sound producing
means to broadcast the next message to said care
giver.
197. The device of claim 196 wherein said device

5

that said user has a specified blood flow status 20
and said monitor means operates in a specified
operating status, said notifying means providing
at least one of an audible signal and a visual
signal;
base unit means physically separate from said moni 25
toring means for receiving said radio frequency
signals from said monitor means and analyzing and
responding to said signals;
diagnostic means associated with said base unit means
for determining and signalling a problem with the 30
operation of said base unit means;
indicating means associated with and actuated by said
base unit means for providing an indication in a
proximate surrounding area of said base unit means
when said radio frequency signals transmitted by 35
said monitor means are one of unreceived by said
base unit means, received by said base unit means
and indicative of a specified blood flow status prob
lem of said user, and received by said base unit
means and indicative of a specified operating status
of said monitor means, said indicating means in
cluding at least one of an audible and a visual indi
cator for providing the indication; and
programming means associated with said base unit
means for enabling said user to direct said indicat
ing means to make user-selected customized indica 45
tions.
195. The system of claim 194 wherein the base unit
means includes information giving means for providing
emergency instructions and information to a caregiver
in the event of a downturn in the physiological condi 50
tion of the user of the monitor means, said information
giving means providing verbal instructions on at least
how to perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
196. A device for giving emergency medical instruc
tions, comprising:
sound producing means for selectively broadcasting a 55
reproduction of at least one set of predetermined
audible messages to be delivered in a predeter
mined sequence, said message set comprising in
structions for directing a caregiver to perform an
emergency medical procedure is real time on a
person requiring emergency medical assistance;
repository means for storing information representa
tive of said instructions;
processing means connected to said sound producing
means and said repository means for selectively 65
retrieving said information from said repository
means; processing said information, and sending

said processed information to said sound producing
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means to cause said broadcast in sequence of said

includes repeating means for causing the processing
means to send a repetition of at least a portion of the
instructions to the sound producing means.
198. The device of claim 196 wherein the sound pro
ducing means broadcast a plurality of emergency in
structions in series and wherein predetermined mes
sages are repeated broadcast automatically during said
nonretrieval mode.

199. The device of claim 196 wherein the sound pro
ducing means generates instructions for performing
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
200. The device of claim 196 wherein the repository
means stores digital data representative of at leave one
verbal message and wherein the processing means in
cludes a digital speech processor for converting said
digital data to an analog form suitable for verbal broad
cast by the sound producing means.
201. The device of claim 196 further including pow
ering means for providing power to said device, said
powering means comprising at least one rechargeable

battery.
202. A system for monitoring the blood flow status of

a user, comprising:
portable monitor means worn on the arm of said user
for monitoring blood flow status of said user and
transmitting a status signal indicative of said blood
flow status, said monitor means comprising sensing
means actuated by said monitor means for sensing
actual instantaneous blood flow of said user, said
sensing means comprising an infrared emitter and
an infrared detector; transmitting means associated
with and actuated by said monitor means for trans
mitting at least one radio frequency signal indica
tive of each sensed blood flow measurement of said
user;

base unit means for receiving and analyzing said radio
frequency signals, said base unit means being physi
cally separate from said monitor means;
information storage means associated with and actu
ated by said base unit means for storing each said
blood flow measurement indicated by said radio
frequency signals;

converting means associated with and actuated by
said base unit means for converting the stored pulse
rate measurements of said user to signals suitable
for transfer on a telephone network; and
message delivery means associated with and actuated
by said base unit means and comprising a telephone
network connection for automatically delivering
electronic data indicative of each said pulse rate
measurement of said user on said telephone net
work.

203. The system of claim 202 wherein the base unit
means sends electronic data to a processing means and

wherein said processing means compiles and processes
all of said electronic data.

